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ABSTRACT

THREE MODELS IN SEARCH OF APPALACHIAN
DEVELOPMENT: CRITIQUE AND SYNTHESIS-

,

Recent efforts to explain the persistence of poverty and under-

development in Central Appalachia can be Categorized as three types:

the subcultuke of poverty model, the regional development model, and

the internal colonialism model.
.

The subculture of poverty model identifies the internal deficien-
\\v

cies of the Southern Appalachian traditional subculture as the ce of

the problem. Empirical studies show this model to fail as an explanation

of regional underdevelopment.

The regional deOtlopment model, epitomized by the programs of

the Appalachian Regional Commission, is concerned with prpviding economic

and social overhead capital, training people in skills for new industrial

and service jobs, facilitating migration, and promoting the establishment

or relocation of-privately-owned industries'through a growth cenm*Nter

strategy. A modernizing elite is seenas the agent of the developmental

BNOcess. This model provides needed resources to the region but, in the

absence of a critique of domination and a r4Aistribution of pi:4er and

wealth, also serves as a rationalization of existing structures of

privilege.

The internal colonialism model examines'the process by which

dominant outside industrial intgliests'establish control andcontinue to

prevent autonomous development of the,subordinate internal colony. The

iii
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model is shown to be applied inappropriately to Central4Appalachia, and

a broader model of dependency is shown to offer the same insights.

.Ttethree models shoul unders d not ae mutually exolusilve

alternatives, but as representing different d nsions of social exist-

ence. .Habermas':distinction among the human int sts in mutual under-
r

O

standing, technical control, and emancipation provides a framework fog

4

seeing cultural adaptation, technical development, and redistribution of

power 4s potentially complimentary aspekts of social development.

Central Appalachia Pis best characterized as a peripheral regions

within an advaribed capititlist country: Regional institutions should be

analyzed in the context of the monopolistic, competitive and state sectors

of the national economy.\ Vie class structure of the region.needs 'to be

viewed in its full complexity to determine which groups have an interest

in structural change.

4
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THREE MODELS IN SEARCH OF APPALACHIAN
DEVELOPMENT: CRITIQUE AND SYNTHESIS

By the mid-1960s the Appalachian regional Development Act estab-

lished as public policy that Appalachia constituted a social and economic

problem for the nation. But if there is recognition'of the existence of

regional problems, there is no consensus on the roots of the problems or

the correct strategy to overcome the region's difficulties. To clarify

'

current views on the question, I will give a critical look at contemporary-

explanatory models of Appalachian poverty and underdevelopment, and

attempt to provide a framework within which Appalachian problems can best

be understood.

The terms poverty and underdevelopment, applied to a region, are,

not.strictly separable in a holistic view of a socio-)iconomic sy tem.

Neith4t is adequately reflected by such single indicators as i come or

p
Noduction; both involve not only a constellation of factors,

a relationship to the social, totality. Mainstream social scien ists

often neglect the national and international context of poverty or

underdevelopment. George Wilber% describes poverty as "a system, an

abstraction -- unmeasurable by itself -- with multiple properties

which are capable of measurement

defined as the relative lack of re

. . The system of poverty is

O
iurces and/or thep inability to use

resources. At a general level poverty is treated as a function of

resources and mobilization."
1 But poverty is not a 'system unto itself;

it is a part of a broader social system. -, In a similar vein, Norton

Ginsburg defines underdevelopment in terms of a variety of features

including gross national product, demographic characteristics, spatial

organization of the population, literacy, pesourceendowment;etransporta-
\--
tion systems, technology and industrialization.

2
(Poverty may be understood
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as a property of individuals As well as collectivities; underdevelopment

is used only in reference to dommunities, regions or nations. In this

discussion, I will use poverty and.underdevelopment interchangeably to

refer to certain collective features of society in Central Appalachia.

Three models have been drawn upon to 'explain Appalachian poverty

and underdevelopment. These are the subculture of poverty, regional

development and internal colonialism models. Each has been developed in

other contexts, and applied to the Appalachian case. Briefly summarized,

the subculture of poverty model identifies the internal deficiencied of

z=1- the'lower-class,suboultre as the soprce of the problem. The regional

development model is concerned with providing adequate social. overhead

capital, stimulating growth centers., and facilitating migration from'the

region; a modernizing elite is seen as the agent'of the developmental pro-

cess. The interna colqpialism,model.examines the process and structure
0\ yr

through.which dominant outside industrial interests establish their control

and prevent autonomous development of, the subordinate internal colony.

Each model has a different implication for ocial policy. The sub-

culture of poverty model suggests programs of "directed cultural change

through social work, psychiatry, and education."3 The regional development

model emphasizes increasing resources available to a region without calling

for substantial ipangee in the structure of resource control. The internal
o

f
colonialism model suggests the need for radical restructuring of society,

with a redistribution of resources to the poor and powerless.
1\

a
In a study of poverty in the non-metropolitan'South, George Thomas

1

identifies,two additional causal explanations of poverty, the genetic and
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the scarce resource models. In practical terms, boh,are.non-4 social,

representing the extremes of a continuum from the sub-individual to the.

a
ecological. The genetic-explanation asserts that poverty is biologically

rooted in inferior genetic traits. The scarcity thesis holds that

resources are in&l.e.T.iate to provide affluence or abundance for all, at

least in this historical period, and that poverty for some is an unavoid-'

able outcome. Both of these exLanations place the sources of poverty

beyond human intervention in the short run. _Neither is supported by

r
enough evidence to be taken seriously in the Appalachian case.

4

The Subculture of Poverty and Appalachia

The notion of a culture of poverty was elaborated by Oscar Lewis

in his introduction to The Children of Sanchez in 1961. Poverty in modern

nations "is a way of life, remarkably stable and persistent, passed 'down

from generation to generation along family lines." People in the culture

of poverty, or, more accurately,'the subculture of poverty, a character-

ized by feelings of marginality, helplessness, dependency, and-inferiority.

They have little sense of history Or class cdnsciousness. They are oriented

toward the present rather than the.faure, toward the concrete rather.thdh

the abstract. Lewis has identified some 70 economic, social and psycho-

. logical traits typical of the subculture of poverty. But he takes care

to point out that they notion of a subculture of poverty)i4,not to be applied

to Primitive peoples, "nor i4.) it synonymous with the working crest, the

proletariatdor the peasantry." It applies.only to "those people who are

at the very bottom of the socio-economic scale." 5 Lewis estimates the sub-

culture of poverty "is found only in approximately 20 percent of the families

who live below the poverty level.

8
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Traces of this apprpach are evident in Harry /Oaudill's Night Comes

to the Cumkerlands', the now classic best-seller published in 1962 which

helped awaken the national conscience tothe plight of eastern Kentucky

and the Central Appalachian Coalf' lds. The work is most notable for

lcits condemnation of outside exploit tion of the/region, which Caudill

soon came to
r
phr se in timp of internal colonialism, but also describes

the background of mountaineers in words reminiscent of the subculture of
)

Ipoverty model, even with shades of a genetic explanation. The ancestory

of Caudill's depiction is not the writings of Oscar Lewis, but the'cild"

1:1

argument of John Fiske. Without making a serious effort at substantiation,
/

Caudill describes the early settlers of/eastern Kentucky,as."a raggle-
.

ta4gle of y. .humanit human refuse. . a population born 41of embittered

rejects and outcasts from the shore's of Europe. . people from the teem-

ing and iniquitous cities of England." It is no wonder to Caudill that

this sorry lot of people were so easily swindled outcf their timber and .

mineral wealth by outsiders, and settled in Chronic dependence by company

towns and government relief programs. The outcome was preordained:

fa,

These forces had been at work-long before the mountaineer's)

ancestors reached these shores, and for three or four

generations before he had reached-gentucAr. By 1840 thy

had accomplished their work. -,The twig had been bent:. The

tree had grown. The course of the mountaineer's develop -

ment was determined. Consider therkthese forces in synopsis:

,The illiterate son ofillittwate ancestors, cast loose in

an immense wilderness without basic mechanical or agricul-

tural skills, without 'the refining; comforting,and

disciplining Influence of an organized religious order, in

6
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a vast rand wholly unres ained by social organization or

effective laws, comp led o acquire skills quickly in order

toturvive, and with a' S ne Age savage as his principal

teacher. From these forces emerged the:mountaineer as he is
7

to an astonishing degree even toL this day.
W

Caldill's rhetoric is engaging, but the substance of his argument here is

mostly nonsense, and was answered by John Campbell years ago.

The most widely read exposition 'of the subculture of poverty model

applied to Appalachia is Jack-Weller's Yesterday's People, published in

1965. Weller borrowed an analytic framework from Herbert Gans' study of
, 0

, an Italian-American community in Boston, The, Urban Villagers. Gans out-
d

lined a model of three class subcultures: the middle -class subculture

centered on the nuclear family, t he working-class subculture centered on

the "dominant role of the family circle," and the lower-class bubdulture

centered on the "female-based family and the marginal male."
8

Gans'

/. w.

w;eking-class was the model for Weller's Appalachian folk class. This

folk class is a reference group society, characterized by action-seeking,

person-orientlition, and the adult-centered family. Following Gans, Weller

notes the existence of a "pathological' lower class below the folk class,
o

- although neither writer is referring primarily to this lower class in

his work. Weller, verthelegsrzives the Appalachian folk culture many

Eeatures of a subculture of poverty., He describes the folk culture as
4

seriously inadequate to prepare mountain people to 'participate in the*

life of modern technological society.' Defects of the'folk culture include

.
.

"extreme resistance to new ideas;" "very permissive child rearing prac-

tices, which produce plives based almost totally on personal feelings;"

I 0

,1
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.inadequate preparation for grasping ideas, concepts' and abstractions; and

"the stability of its people to work together."9 Weller is well aware of

the variety of community patterns and of class differencdt, but these

distinction, blur as he overgeneralizes his insights. The overall impact

of the book suggests an all-peryasive folk culture.

The psychiatrist David IoOff develops a similar critique of mot tain

child - development practices, drawing on his clinical experience in eas

Kentucky and certain of Weller.,e insights. The strong familistic orienta-

tion of mountain people leads to an overemphasis on the"infancy of their

children, resulting in a regional training in dependency. Commonly .

encountered school-phobic reactions area prOduct of the separatio

anxiety resulting from this dependency training. On the positive si
c

the amount of attention showered on babies results in the virtual ab ence.

Hof such conditions as infantile autism and primary behaviqr disorders

which maybe based,on emotional deprivation in infancy. A second cha cter=

istic of the culture is a lack of emphasis in develdping verbal skills

leading to regional training in communication problems. Finally, the

"At

,41

regional culture does not deal adequately with sexual development, matur

tion and functioning, resulting in training in psychosexual conflict.'

Looff notes these patterns are stronger in the lower and working classe

than in the middle and upper classes.10

, In a study directed at the Problem of child neglect, Norman Polanek
1

and his associates follow Looff in identifying what they term regressive

pathological themes in Appalachian culture: infantilizing male children,
'4)

separation anxietycinexpressiveness, and fatalism. Their study of
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famili in western North Carolina and northern Georgia show that these.
.6 , , I .

g=,

_

characteristic are systematically.related.to stratification in mowstain, %-

' ft .'.
r ___--.-__,...

.
.

do Mmuniti s Bing, more apparent in lower income groups. . But-the focus
s

Of Po4ansky's study is the mother with the "apathy-filtilitysyndromer) 4

as the object of int9.rvention.by a social welfare caseworke

of futility" are th4s t4 be found in child raring practiO

-The "roots

s;, the bases

I A.

of the problems of grossly, inadequate parents are not economic, the
/I"

.
, 1

14. t''9authors =include'.
11

4
.

In an articles that begins
.

promisingly-by relating community strati-
_

.,

_fication,to technology, Roman AquiZap and Ernast Vargas survey a West
,

Virginia county to assess the impact pf thecoal industry on the sociali -

zationof children. Although their,data suggest a much more complex

situation; they conclude that the county has an "essentially two-class

1+

-systee'composed of "a oontrolling elite and &subordinate classof workers
?

and indigents." Remaripbly, responsibility for this ituatio9
tat' V tl

4,

returned to the family system: "1l reasonable speculation is'thatthe
. -

'6two-class system is perpetdated to a large tent by the different tkild-

iti 4 1 .

- q

rearing practices that shape the social behiVior ofdthe individdal in the

home."
12

The article illustrates how easily a social casework perspectime

slides from a shallowly critical view of power'W 5omination in coal

counties. to "blaming the victile'for his situation.
st n

The sties cited ap far, 'whatever their Shdr.tcomings, seam clearly

o

motivated by a 'humanistic concern for the mountain people,, with whop the

,

au thors, ve often worked closely and sympathetically fox a considerable ,

0

period of time. Other works are closer to what Valentine has called the%.

16

c

we

1)e

.
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"pejorative tradition." One aka:vie of pejorative moralizing is an

article by Richard Ball, which draws on studies conducted with rats to

explore frustration in6tigated behavior. Ball describes the Southern

Appalachian folk subculture as "analgesic" or in a later version "tension-

reducing." Ball even quotes.the notorious statement of Arnold Toynbee:

t "the Appalachian 'mountain people' today are not.$etter than barbarians.
... ..)

They have relapsed into illiteracy and. witchcraft. They suffer from

verty, squalor, and ill health. They are the American counterparts

.4.,eof the latter-day white barbarians pf the Old Worl1 -- Rifts, Albanians,

Kurds, Paththis, and Hairy Ainus; but, whereas these latter are belated

survivals of an ancient barbarism, the Appalachians present the.melan-

choly spectacle of a people who have acquired civilization and then

'lost it." Ball notes that " Toynbee has overstated the case.,,. . . The

words are) however, somewhat more accurate when limited to what may be

designated a% the folk subCulture of the are4r."
13

A medical journal

article by Charles Goshen reaches the nadir of caricatured p9rtrayals
0

of the poorest Appalachians. Goshen terms the bottom 1 15 percent

of the population as "cultural primitives" and "fundamentally Uncivilized.

people."
14

Pra*ems of Application to Appalachia

I suggest that the work on Appalachia in the subculture of

0

poverty tradition, has a very limited validity at best because of three

problems that the authors fail ta confront: deficient research methodology,

a blurring Hof community and social class diversity in, the region, and a

lack of historical perspective and specification. The methodological

13-
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approach in the work of Weller, Looff, and Polansky, for example, imports

sociological or psychiatric categories and focuses on the pathological.

They overgeneralize from problem families to the culture of one or more

'e

social classes: The limitations of these scientistic, clinical classi-
:

fication systems are'particularly evident in comparison to the work of

such writers as Robert Coles, John Fetterman, Tony Dunbar, and Kathy

Kahn, whose humanistic method uses their subjects' own words to character-

ize Appalacklipn life-worlds.
15

Their descriptions of individuals and

familips manage to capture the strengths as well as the shortcomings of

mountaineers, and the diversity of personality types within some common

subcultural themes.. These accounts of the contradictions in the lives

and 'outlooks pf mountain people bear out Helen Lewis' suggestion that man

Appalachians are in fact bi-cultural; they takeXpart in the traditional .

subculture in family and neighborhood lie, and in the mainstream culture

through emp1oymento"formal education, media entertainment, and contact

withqpub4c agencies.r

Wniters mho have aimed at describing mountain communities and

their cultural configurations, rather than viewing culture as explaining'.

family Pathology, have devoted' much attention to the distinctions of life -
%

styles and life-chances among community types and among.Social and economic

strata. Art Gallaher suggests five types of communities found in Southern

Appalachia: extremely isolated rural communities, less isolated rural

communities with soMe stores 4nd services, company towns, county seat

towns, and Tajor urban areas.
17

Even within rural communities, stratifica-

tion systems can be complicated. Berton Kaplan identifies the "better,"

the "get-bys," and'the "sorry" i ,a mountain community in North Carolina.

14

4,
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A
John,Stepherion,0 studying the same community, develops a family typolo'

of four divisions based on the type and regularity of employment; the

divisions span cultural traits from traditionalism to modernity. James

Brown's study of Beech Creek shows clearly identifiable high, intermediate,

and low status family groups even in an isolated eastern Kentucky community.

Helen Lewis and Edward Knipe show that families of coal miners in south- 4

western Virginia have characteristics that distinguish them from the

families of farmers in the same area, and that coal miners' families can

themselves be distinguished by the type of mining operation in which the

husband is employed.
18

Writers in
.

the,subculture of poverty tradition -

tend to either overlook these status, occupation, class, and community

differences or fail to relate them carefully to the social location of

the Appalachian subcdlture of poverty they describe.
19

Finally, these writers tend to identify the SoUthern Appalachian

traditional subculture with a subculture of poverty, usually without an

historical perspective on cultural change in the region. This,problen0

is compounded by a general lack of clarity about the character of the

traditional subculture and its change over time. To, begin to sort out

the question of the nature of the traditional subculture, I will review

cultural change in the region over three periods:,. the relative isolation

of-the frontier culture from 1830 to 1890, the company town era from 1890

to 1935, and the spread of the modern industrial capitalist order .since

1935. These 'dates are meant only to rovide a rough outline of the

periods; development in any particular community could show substantial

variance.

15

1
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'Historical Perspectives is

The popular discovery in the late,1870s of the traditional so,

Appalachian subculture focused attention on a frontier style of life

that had persisted since the relative isolation of the region in the

1830s. There is general agreement that the predominant themes of this

subculture included individualism, puritanism, and familism.
20

This,

pre-industrial, pioneer way of life cannot be equated with a subculture

of poverty as described by Oscar Lewis; there is no evidence that
,

- 4

pioneer families felt helpless, dependent, or'inferior. The term "folk

culture is often used to suggest a healthy qualitinOt present in 'ihe
I

pejorative or pathological connotations to "subculture of poverty."

But characterizing t=raditional Appala'hian society as a folk culture

may be .as misleading as it is helpful. Paul"Cressey comments, "The .

4

mountain culture had many characteristics of'a folk society but it lacked
v.

the stability and class stratification found in typical peasant cultures.

Pioneer attitudes survived in the exploitation rather thantconservation

and other natural resources.
"21

It bears remembering that

the'nineteenth century mountaineers e not the descendants of a tribal

or peasant people, but

century colonists from

the' children ,azd' grantiohildren of eighteenth

a nation-State about to enter into.the major

stage of its industrial revolution. Folk society, in the tradition Of

Robert Red
22

field, is located toward tile, communal. end of the continuum

from the
\
Gemeinschaft solidarity of traditional Society to the individual-

isitof modern society. +he Appalachian mountaineer was already the

. 4 . ,

. .

'oplintessential individualist. As Campbell wrote, "His dominant trait
..-

, 6 .
is independence raised to the fouith power.

2
.

3
Although the mountain
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subculture may have important aspects of a folk society, I prefer the

designation of "Southern.Appalachian traditional subculture," recalling

that part of the tradition preserved is that of eighteenth century

England and America.
24

The degree of isolation of Southern Appalachia during the mid-

1800s and.early 1900s is often exaggerated, leading to an impression

touch with life in mainstream America.. Migia-
,

rpcent phenomenon; it has been a feature Of

from the earliest time. As migration generall

that mountaineers had lost

,s

;" tion from the region is no

.the Appalachian population

follow e family-related pattern's, many mountain'families have had some'.

communication with relatives outside the region. The Appalachian

mountains were little more than a stopping place for some of the earliest.

inhabitants. _Fiske notes that "poor white people made theil- way froni

.Narth Carolina westward through.fiennepsee, their descendants may still
-!

be found here and there in,Arkansas, southern Missduri, and what is some-

times known as the 'Egyptian extremity of Illinois."
25

Arthur Estabrook

records these migrations as taking place in the 1820-1840 period, and again

in the 1880s.
126

Josiah Combs notes established migration streams from
4t

easterr0r*entucky to Missobri, Texas, and Oklahoma by the early 1900s.
27

Most surprisingly-ra long-standing migration stream from two sources in

the southern Appalachians to t reap of settlement in western Washington
.

,
..

k. state, two thousand miles away, has been described by Woodrow Clevinger.
.'*-t...1. 4

The migration began around 1880, in connection with the timber industry,

hit a peak tween 190a and 1917, and continues to a limited extent even.

to this day. Kinship groups from the bounties around the intersection of

1



A
Kentucky, West Virginia and Virginia have made the greatest contribution

to this stream: In 1942 Clevinger estimated tha$ some 15,000 people in

a

western Washington were immigrants or children of immigrants nom the

southern Appalachians.
28

During the early 1930s, the central Appals.-

chians experienced a net in-migration of people who had left earlier

and were forced to return to the land by the Depression.
29

The. penetration of the southern mountains by timber and coal

corporations starting around 1880 began a process of transition toward

modern industrial society. The period from approximately 1890 to 1930

can bec iaracterized as the company town'era in the southern_co#1fields.

Coal operators had constructed nearly five hundred company towns in the

region by 1920.
30 The company towns added a new structure of dependency.

Traditional family and community ties were strained by the rapid growth

of the coal camps and the influx of new workers from neighboring counties

and states. A grossly unequal distribution of wealth led to.sharp class

cleavages. "Like colonilts in a foreign land," Knipe and H. Lewis

write, "the owner-operators and their wives developed country clubs,

ladies' literary clubs, and Episcopal and other 'establishment' churches

which contrasted with the informal sectarian religion or the unclassified

company Church' of the coal camp."31

The dependency, powerlessness, and lack of autonomy that char-

acterized the labor force in the'company towns, and the attitude of
X,

pat sm assumed' y the coal operators, have led Knipe and. H. Lewis

,
to suirgest parallel to the structural position of &peasantry for this

company- town era. Thi analogy is not very appropriate. The essential

13'
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feature of a peasant, strictly. speaking, is his relation to the preindustrial

city.
32

The sir uation of the miner in the company town is typical oil the

.

early stage ofrpligopoly citalism -- that period of transition from an

economy based on the entrepreneurial.or family firm to advanced industrial

capitalism in which the conflict between labor and capital is mediat&d by

unions and a networkof laws and institutions. Understanding this inter-

mediate period, which Knipe and H. Lewis have described%o well, requires

an accurate designation of the stage of industrial capitalist developmen

invamed. In this sense a reference to peasantry is misleading.

The decline of the coal industry that began in the 1920s was inten-

sifiediin the DepreStion of the 1930s. Strong antagonisms between miners

and coal operators intensified. 'The social conflict bf this period led,

as- C,re

as lab

ey pointy out, to a reorganization relying on such new institutions

health services, civic groups, and local prohibi-

tion. introduction of massive-government relief programs during. the
'

New Deal and thefflmigration north of many mountaineers for war-time factory ""

lobs in the 1940s also contributed to the decline, of the traditional cul-

..tp.re..* By the end. of World War II, highland society was clearly well along

in.transItion from the traditional subculture toward the industrial

capitalist culture of mainstream America
33

The Southern Appalachian tudiest supported by the Ford Fdundation,

produced'convineing evidence of the "passing of provincialis y the late

1950s. Although fundamentalist religious beliefs were.still pervasive,

the characteristic traits of self-reliance, traditionalism, and fatalism
2

\ ..

appeared to have shifted toward the national. norms. The study concluded:

19
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"the.old stereotypes that have so long guided social actin in the Region

no longer apply'to the great majority of the residents. . . For the

most part their way of life,their beliefs, their fears,' and their aspira-

tions dre not radically different from those of most-other Americans. If

they do not share fully in the larger culture of the nation, which in

truth they do not as yet. . . it can hardly be attributed to their lack

of willingness: to do. so. To-an appreciable measuretheir distinctiveness

as a people is vested in characteristics that have, persisted only because

of restriCted social and econo is opportunities."
34

Ironically, it was

just at this point in time -- 'the distinctiveness of the Southern

Appalachian traditional subcUli e.was fading.-- that .11e,subculture ofr
poverty model was popularized and began to be applied_tz the region.

The Failure of Explanation

The most significant test of the Appalachian subculture of

(-poverty model is whether it can be shown to Account for actual differ-
.

. , t'
ences in.4the rates or"processes of industrial development between the

region and other areas; Dwight.BillirS has analyzed survey data from
.

North Carolina which suggest that identification with the value dimen7

sions of a traditional subculture xather than mainstream "middle-class"

culture not distinctive to residents of the mountain counties* Middle-

class orientation -- on a scale measuring fatalism, achievement

outlookoutlook on the future, and social class-identification --
-,

is better predicted by eduCation, age, rurality, oCcUpation, and race

than by region. As Billi.pgs po4nts out, "What is most interesting is

that the older
J

respondents in the piedmont 1- t(he age group which.

0
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participated most directly in the development of that region -- are

almost identical in their response pattern to older respondents in. the.

mountains. SilIce the same level of flow]-'middle -class orientation

characterizes both mountain and piedmont areas eor this, age cohort, then

attitudinal characteristiCs cannot be used to explain the lack of

economic development -- and therefore poverty,-- in the mountains." 35

A related example is the attempt to explain the general failure

of unionization in the Carolina piedmont textile belt by reference to
o 4

the "folk society" of the region. This tradition, pioneered. by Broadus

and George S.,Mitchell ana drawing on the work of,Howard Odum, is

epitomized by Glenn Gilman's Relations in the Industrial Southeast,
4

which interprets the paternalism of -the mill owners in "an'industry

' .udder the folkways" as providing the necessary protection for the

textile labor force.
36

Recent research by Melton McLaurin shows that

Piedmont textile workers had arecord c union agitation and organization
try

a

dating back to'the days of. ,the ights of Labor in the 188041. The later
#

unsuccessful strikes 4 1929 at Elizabethton, Marion, and Gastonia are

better known.
37

Such efforts paralle ed the organizing drives' among

coal millers in the central Appalachian coalfields over the same period.

The difference is that the United Mine orlsers succeeded in establishing

a union in the_coalfieldlOifter the mid-1930s, while the United Textile

Workers failed in the Piedmont. A similar folk subculture characterizes

both the Central Appalachian,Coilfields and the Carolina Piedmont. The

alleged fatalism, inability to work ih groups, and communication diffi-
.

culties of.the mountaln.- ubcUlture did not prevent coal miners from

organizing a union capabl of challenging the power of the coal companiee

"

G1
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unde very repressive circumstances.
38

In the light of this history; the

-17-

subculture of poverty or'folk society seems to be an inadequate explanation

of\ndustrialization and unionization or their lack. A constant cannot

d:44.

. explain a variable". °An explanation of the suadess.of unionization in the

ti

coalfieldstd its failiire in the textile Mills is more likely td'be

found in the,difference between an extractive industry andManufactu#ng.

:A union has more levoerage.on a resource that must be extracted where it

is ,.than on a factory that canbe moved elsewhere in search of a more

`"docile labor force.

In short, the subculture of poverty'model fails as a causal
.'

theory of Appalachian, poverty and underdevelopment. Careful. observers

would apply the subculture of poverty chaacterization only to a small

minority of the region's people
le°

-- aninority which is least influential

in determining the course of the area's development. While the model

may alert us to certain problems of individuals or families/that may be

amenable to education or social casework, we must look beyond cultural

questions to get to the roots of the region's persistent difficulties.

"Implications for Social Policy

The impact of the subculture of poverty model on social programs

for the Appalachian region in the 1960s was not as substantial as the
O

popularity of the model would lead one to expect. The model no doubt

helped add,support to the national programs devised to'alter what web

perceived as "low-income life ."
39

In this sense the model helped

rationalize such national programs as Project Head Start, the Elementary

,

and Secondary Education Act,,
\and the great expansion of social services

... ,
.

that took place during the 1960s.
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But the subculture of poverty model was not a major influence on

the thinking Of the people who devised the programs of the Appalachian

Regional Development Act. The social movement to define Appala4hia as a

distinctive cultural and social problem region was naturally strongly

oriented toward cultural ide4lism. The state and federal planners-that

bevised the ARDA define the problems Of regional development almdst° 4

exclusively in ecwomic terms. Their roots are in an entirely different

tradition, and it was they who set the parameters of the most important

,social policy experiment for the area, the Appalachian Regional Commission.

Regional Development and Appalachia

The literature on development includes disciplines from social

psychology to ecology. ,Works range from studies of the achievement

motivation of individual 4ntrepreneUrs to a computerized model of "the

limits of growth" for a world economy.
40

In this section I adopt a

narrower frame of reference which, for want of a more commonly accepted

term, I call the regional development mode`1. This model is concerned

M.th_providing needed resources to a region and stimulating change through

the agency of a modernizing elite. Its objectives inclu oviding_ade-
.

guate economic and social overhead,,capital,'training people in skills.

for new industrial and service jobs, facilitating migration, and promoting
F

the establishtent of. relocation of privately-ownedjndustries through a'

§rowth center strategy. The major attempt to apply he model within tgemajor

United' States is the work of the Appalachian Regiona Commission and Sits

associated programs. ,..

. (
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Regional'Economic Development Theory
0

. . ,

The field of economics has provided the traditio modeld'of
1 .o

o .

regional developmentd Two clat.tic economic approaches tFik,k he explanation

of. growth are the'export base and the sectoral or sti.g7dels." III the
.

o

export base.model, growth is stimulated by-demand ari4*Outside the
AP

.region for agricultural or extractive products. Through"the multiplier

effect of income received, the local market expands an stimulates local -......:,

,1 l'

trade, manufacturing and service activity. In the sectoral,model, growth
-t)

takes, place in a sequence of developmental stages that rqsult in 'a decrease

in the proportion of the labor.force in primary ind7trles and an increase'

in employment in-mAzifActuring and service industries. A pre-riquisite

to self-sustaining growth is an adequate "infrastructure" or economic- .

and social overhead capital provided by public ZnvesOments:

tion systems; such basic urban services as water, sewers, and solid waste

disp9pal.; adequate education and health care.41 The level of general."

welfare of a region depends on the relation 'between the growth in economic

activity and the rate of population growth. Some regions may be'developr

mentally viable'only with substantial out-migration to reduce the/size ot

. 42 ,

the population. In this context, manpower training is 'a means not only

of upgradiAg the human resources of the region too foster its
a
development,

but also -- perhaps even primarily ,-- a means of encouraging migration

teindustrial employ4ent elsewhere.
43

These traditional models of economic growth haire proven to be of

limited usefulness to policy makers. They

why the external demand for coal did -not tri

sustaining growth ing to a balanced econo

2,4

little explanation of

er, a process of.self

in Central Appalachia.
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,

has added the dimenSiOn of spice to the.analysis of
I 1,

regional grOwth. Spatial models begin w

e of the
,
German ge84raphe Christaller a

tion of industrial location. The/tende

.th the central place theories
4

Ilisch, and develop ah explana-

oy for development to take place

in nodes-or clusters is explained by the agglomeration economies that
8

result from concentration of economic activities in'one area. These

.agglomeraticin effects include the availability of complimentary btisiness

activity, public services, and the. wide range of cultural activity

characteristic of city life.
4

As giti,1 grow to centers of economic concentration, 'a system of

hierarchical relationships is established along metropolitan areas ajid

between a metropolis and its surrounding area.p In this model, development

is seen as an uneven and unbalanced proce6g. A polarization of develop-
.-

,
ment between metropolitan -p.ra.s' and the hinterlands takes place,

diminishing the chances for growth in rural areas. An dbposite spillover. 1
effect works to provide extra income to the hinterlands through a trickling

F.

down of economic act,viy in, the metropolis. In other words, growth in

the peripheral regions is dependent upon the developmegt of core areas. 45

These theories Of iodation and uneven growt,I3,..ave culminated in the growth

.center. or development pole strategy.
. Vi

0 . ASa development strategy, growth centers are promoted in hopes

that they will draw off the surplus population from the hinterlands and
4

draw upthe standard of living in the hinterlands to some degree by

a

gre#tly ipereasing the income in the center. 'As Monroe Newman points out,

the process, of urban growth has not alWays benefited\rural areas.:

25
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"However, when thexenters are'small or sufficientl.y remote from their

hinterlands, spiilover, effects do not I)orovide IcomPentatinofflow_tOF
. V

the polarizing effects rural areas experience. TheY,continud to provide

human, capital, and material resource's to the centers *but do not acquire

Al

the full range of spillover effectsi dissing'particularly the availability

. *
of urban services; the acquisition of commuteFs' incomes, and the'importa-' ,°4*

... . 0. t .

. .

1 4,

p .0 i"
tign of decentralizing industry. This situation came to be viewed4s. /

9

to.

the nub of Appalachia's pkoblem.',6 t

r
The Appalachian Development Strategy

. .
, .

The development goals,,for,Appalacya
.',

Were stated by.the*P3resid

Appalachian Regional Commission in its recommendations' to President ,t,-
.:

4 (
Johnson in 1964, and did not in Jude a.4rowthcenterstrategy:

0

The major objebtive of this regional development piocess is

clear: Appalachia must attain an employment-base which can

sustain its people,at a level'of dignity and prospekity cOitpar-
,

able-to the relatively aff1dent nation of which, it is a part.

The conversion and processing of its raw materials should be

done glocally tc_the fullest-extent possile. ttiindustried,
- , A

dependent not only on the resources of the region but On the

strategic location and potential market which Appalachia.
0

represents,, must be located in the region. The magnifi

recreational'resources must be developea with coordiAa d inten-

sity if their employment potantial is to be realized-.' Agriculttiral

meiversification Shoul ,be accelerated and mining and timber employ-
_

ment and income expa ded.

Private enterpr'se will be tOe ultima4e pmployer": With the

exception ofneces ary increases in State and locaovernment

0

a
employment, private firms and individlOt enterprises will create

0 le

" 6
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treNobs needed. But before this can happen, public investment

must create.4he foundation on which private enterpride can then

build its own jib-producing structure. .

tip

The highland isolation. must be overcome with modern roads

and air facilities. The ribbon-towns must be provided with the

amenities of urban life. A substantial effort in education

'4r6k1th.facillties,, employment services, community apparatus --

all the items of social overhead neglected for long decades --

must be made.
47

The dhphasis is on the F eral government providing the public investment
-

in economic and 'social overhead capital, with private industry prov4.ne

increased employment opportunities Within the region. The encouragement

of further out-migration is not suggested by this report.

This approach is consistent with the development strategy embodied

at the time in the Area Redevelopment Administration, which gave priority

to the poorest areas, without particular 'regard for their development

potential. The Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965, in contrast,

provided that "the Public investments made in .4he region under this Act

shall be concentrated in areas where there is_the greatest potential for

future growth, and where the expected return on public dollars will be

the greatest."
48

The Public Works and Economic Development Act 1965 s.

similarly oriented.

In a 1966 article economist John Friedmann draws t4e lOssons for

Appalachia that can be learned fromrthe international experience in

regional development. He suggests"that the program rallgt be stained for

a generation, a time period in accord with Rupert Vance's,conolusion that

a thirty year period will be necessary to bring Appalachia up to national

27
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economic norms.
49

Friedmann notes that sub- regions of Appalachia will

have to develop their own specialized functions in the national economy,

a strategy later acknowledged by the AIZIlLdesignation of the "four

Appalachias:" Northern, Central, Southerr6---and Highlands.50 Three

kinds of cities are distinguished in Friedmann's analysis: rdetropoIitan

areas theyond the perimeter of Appalachia, a thall number of potential

'growth centers, within the'region,.and a larger number of local service
L

centers throughout the region. He makes the metropolitan areas near

the Legion the major focus: 'e good part.of Appalachia's development

of effort should be concentrated outside the region, "aria th ion

itself should be restructured and, as it were, apportioned among

metropolitan regions on its perimeter. 51 In this proposal, such cities,

as Nashville, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Dayton, Cleveland,

Baltimore, Washington, Richmond, the cities of the Piedmot crescent in

North Carolina, andAtlanta would attract a largd proportion of Appalachian

migrants. Subsidiary development would take place in
-

selected growth I,

centers in the region. The "local service centers gould provide educe-

' tion, health care, and commercial functions.

The idea of making cities outside the boundaries of the region

the major focus of development efforts was too politically volatile to be

acknowledged publicly. Under the authority of the ARDA and the PWCEDA,

and various State legislation, a series of multi-county development

districts were established. For reasons of politics rather than economic

1;tleory, each,/district had to have its own. designated "growth center."

An ARC docuMent in 1968 set forth its interpretation of the growth center

8
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strategy, defining growth center, growth area, and hinterlands in its

own terms:

Within each planning -and development district is at

least one growth center to which, most of the district popula-

tion looks, for certain services and much of its employment.'

By a "growth center" or "centers" is meant a complex consist-

ing of one or more communities or places which, taken

together, provide or are likely to provide, a range of

cultural,-social, employment, trade and service functions

for itself and its associated rural hinterland. Though

a center may not be fully developed to provide all, these

functions, it should provide, or potentially provide, some

element's of each, and presegtly prow ,de a sufficient range

and magnitude of these functions to be, readily identifiable

as the logical lOcation for many'spec/alized services to

people in pe'surrounding hinterland. A "growth area" is an

extension of the growth center itself. It is the adjoining

area likely tO*xperience residential and employment growth

because of proxiMity to a center or location between centers.

The hinterlands are surrounding rural areas which rely upon
s

. ,

the growth cen ter andgrowth area for services and employment.

The hinterlands contribute resources and manpower tb the

overall district economy. lel. Some investments may most

appropriately be placed in rurallhinterland areas. Most

particularly, these investments would be,in the fields of.

health and education, where, such services and facilities must

be locatedsclose to those they are designed to serve. In this

way, the labor force of the hinterland can be upgraded to

more effectively participate in the growth opportunities

occurring in the growth area ofthe district.
52

29 /
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Growth centers are further distinguished as regional centers,'

prithary centers, and secondary centers. As Niles Hansen points out,

this formulation does a certain amount pf Violence to the original
4

notion,of a growth center:. "The growth center policy of the Appalachian

program is constrained in principle by its district program. Instead of

beginning by delimiting a-sdlect number of growth centers, it has been

necessary to define the centers so that each of the districts has at

least one. Thus, the states have designated some 125 areas which are

deemed to have 'significant potential for future growth.,' If each

district really has a genuine growth center, it would sem that there

,would be no need for out-migration from Appalachia nor for commuting to

'outside metropolitan areas. There world only need to be commuting --*

and perhaps some4limited relocation within each district -- from the

hinterlands tb the growth center. . . . it deems that greater selectivity

should have been used in designating growth'centers."
53

Hansen favors .

a policy of encouraging migration from lagging areas toward "intermediate-
(

size cities" in 200,000 to 750,000 population range. "54 Instead of

attempting to promote private industrial development in the small cities

within, eastern Kentucky, for example, Hansen supports a, policy of encourag-

ing migration to such cities as Lexington and Louisville. He suggests

that such cities have greater potential fordeVelopment and are more in

accord with the locational preferences of eastern Xentuckians,than the

cities north of.the Ohio Riverj_if they must move to find work.
55'
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Elites and Developmental Change

t Beyond the economic theory of the regional development model

is an often implicit.and unstated premise that a developmental elite

is to agent of change. H. Dudley Plunkett and Mary Jean Bowman have

,elaborated.this sociological underpinning to the regional development
A

model in.their study Elites and Change in the Kentucky Mountains. They

identifx,the,"interstitial perm" as the "cultural bridge" between

traditional and modernizing groups and investigate such key occupational

groups as bankvs, lawyers, public ofticials, clergy, physicians and.

schoolteachers to determine their relative commitments to 'change. In

general, Plunkett and Bowman found the "ministering professionals" --

clergy, physicians,, and teachers -- to have the most modern outlook;

businessmen to be intermediate; and thg local administrative elite,

the "gerontocracy" of bankers, lawyers, and'politicians to be the most
-

traditional.
56

The ARC strategy appearsLtd follow the Plgnkett and

Bowman suggestion of cooperating with the modernizing proTessionals to

coopt.or outmaneuver the traditionarbueine§s elites:And the old.county4

political machines.

Tie basic structure for this ARC strategy on the local level is

the multi- county, Local Development District (LDD). LDDs.serve asthe

tregional clearinghouse to review .and comment on project ap lioations

requesting funds under federal grantldrograms, the A-95 Project, Review

and Notification System established by the President's'Office of Manage-

, X'
ment and Budget./ Throllih their professional staffs, the.LDDs40ovide'

technical assistance to local governments in preparing applications for .

I
o

b
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federal funds, conduct studies, and carry,out a variety of other

0

activities. The boards of directorg of the LDDs typically include \ '

representatives of public officials, business, education, health, and
1,4

agriculture.
57

LDDs, tog ther with other multi -coup y planning

0 4

bodies including the new Meal Systems Agencies, represent the modern

political, business and professional elites; few poor, blue- collF,

service, or lower status white collar workers participate in the

deliberations of the planners. As Donald Rothblatt notes, "in the

large, LDDs hardly represent the Appalachian poor, Who paradoxically

are the, raison d'etre for the Appalachian program

The Track Record of the ARC

The major contribution of the Appalachian Regional mmission

s been its financing of programs in the area of social and economic

.

ove head capital. Foremost'among these projectslis, of course, the

Appalachian Development Highway System, which'has commanded-over $1.3

approximately 60 percent of the funds appropriated under the
ctD

Appala an Regional Development Act through @1.974. Although the new

highways are almost universally welcomed within the region, their con-
_

16

-tribution to the industrialization of the region is still unclear, and

the proportion of the total funds devoted to the highways has been

questioned.
59

.Generally, the bias of the program has been toward

economic overhead capital (roads, airports, bridges, water-and sewage

systems, and so on) rather than social overhead Capital (health, educa-

tion, social services, and'cultural programs). But the proportion of

411
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4 funds spent on health and vocational education programs has been

rencreasing in the last five years. 60 The accomplishments in all these

areas have been substantial, and have undoubtedly helped improve the

, I
- quality of life in the region.

Efforts to attract industry to the Central Appalachian region

4

have achieved only modest gains. Notable successes, while celebrated,

,

are few in number. One survey, of 15 southeastern 'Kentucky counties

°showed only 17 new factoiies emplami.ng some 2,100 workers over the

decade from 1964 through 1973.
61

While the Southern and Northern

Appalachian regions'are approaching national norms of income and

employment, only cities On the fringes of al Appalachia are having

much success attracting new manufacturing plants. Little is known about

what kind of Industry would bring the greatest benefits to the region.

The costly econometric analysis of industry impact has been developed

only for West Virginia,.and'with no apparent effect on state or federal
O

government industrial development policy.
62

A discouraging study by

Hansen shows little-interest on the part of Lexington and Louisville'

tirms to locate in eas ,ern Kentucky; their reluctance increases with

.

offers of federal financial inducements.
63

Many. of the regional development economists have never viewed

e alternative the attracting of manufacturing plants to the

art.of the Central kbpalachian region. In the view of such writers

as Hansen and William Miernyck, substantial outmigration remains an

essential feature of an overall development plan.
64

Yet the out-mlgration

that actually takes place does not w the growth, centers model, even

33
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Han en's "intermediate-si e, city" version. Some of the-c'ties that rank

in the top ten recipie s of Appalachian ,migrants between i96.5. and 1970 --
. -

inclqding Washington, D.0 Detroit, Chicago, Baltimore, and Dos Angeles

are not, even on'the periphery of the region. When it comes to new jobs

within the region, many mountaineers.prefer to commlitenover long distances

rather than relocate in.the targeted growth centers.65 Indeed, in 1974

a reporter coaxed an admission from ARC States' Representativse John

Whisman that'the growth center strategy,"never really worked," and that

the 'aARC would be following an area -wide approach to developmbnt.-
66

This

development'will probably be welcomed by the rurll areas that received

the majogty of the surprising net in-migration that began around 1970

in Central Appalachia.67

If the ARC's growth center strategy has'not worked, neither has

classical economic development theory been vindicated by the Appalachian

experience. Dedpite substantial improvements in social and economic

overhead capital, privately owned manufadfdring firms have not been

induced to locate in the Central Appalachian re on insufficient numbers

to provide a significant supplement to the employment base in coal, local

government, health and education, and, local service firms.

Critical Views of the ARC

A variety of criticisms'of the ARC prog;am have been made by

people whose perspectives may be characterized as left populist, 'radical
4

democrat, or democratic sdcialist.. They have taken issue with the pro-

portion of ARC funds spent on highway construction, the inequities of

the growth center strategy, the early focus of the healthand.vocational

34
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education programs on "bricks and_wrtar" facility constructionr the
, e

"moondoggle", AppaIthian Educational Satellite Project, the failure to

develop a water resources plan providing for public ownership, and so

on. Beyond these scattered issues, the radisalsy,raise the essential
1..

questions of "who's in control and who's really benefiting.'
,68

One

aspect of'thesequestions is whether the acclaimed "federal-,

r
1'

partnership" in the dual-authority cture of the ARC is nly another .

version of pork barrel politics, with each state governor in the pro-
..

. (

#am for what can be siphoned off to
.

his state without particular

regard for the -development needs of the region as a whole. 7the

major focus of the questions of control and benefit is that Lo

Development District boards reflect the interests of the traditional

"courthouse gangs" and not the interests of minorities and poor and

working class people. Although elected public officials,sitan the LDD

boards, the board members are pot elected to the LDD positions per Se.

This is the heart of the radicals' criticism of the lack of democracy

in the local planning process.

The points are well taken, but it is probably utopian to expept

the ARC to reform the corruption of mountain politics in the'absence

of a strong grassroots movement for political change. .The radicals
. tt A

141,1

also tend to miss some of the important chanqes in tote Style ind.sub-

stanbe of local_politics. Increasingly, county officials must not be

only country politicians, but also effective program administrators.

,The introduction of Federal revenue sharing and the return of a portion

of the coal severance tax to counties ih certain coalfield states have
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multiplied some county. budgets tenfold over the past ten years. As one

business leader active on/ regional planning boards Veld me, "Used to be

/
/'

a county judge just held a lit.tl Court, spread a littlelittle,gr, vel on the

roads. tidw he has a million dollar & year budget. Th plan g boaids

. (

ave helped us educate our county officials. The new progr make
. ,, -4.

. /'

administrators ou of them. And they sit down'and*get to know other
!

judges, mayors and ankers and get communication going where they never

talked- to each other before."'9 As the traditional county politidal

machines crumble, youn er county officials with a "Errofessionalizedt

style are more in evide

supercededby a regional

c . The familiar "courthouse gang" is being

business and political elite which helps inte-
.

--

grate Central Appalachia, albeit as a peripheral region;'more thoroughly.,

into the national economy and structures of the modern state.

I do not wish suggest that the well-documented corruptions
, .

#

of the democratic pr Tess irr ntral Appaladhia are no lOnger comthOnplace.
,

1 4
..

I do ce that increasingly the crucial aspect of_politics in the
.

j' o
.

mountains shares with the nation 'as a whole the particular distortions

'
0

of demodracy in a n advanced capitaliSt society. These issues of power

and privilege are never faced squarely by the regional development advo,
.

,/
cates;-a shortcoming they share with the "modernization" perspecti4e of--,,

which they are a part.
70

Power and ntrdi axe; however, at the center,

of the internaolonialism model,, to which we now turn.

Internal Colonialism and Appalachia
c.

The internal colspialism model has emerged fro a background

the history and theories of colonialism and imperialis
71

At least

II
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0

four rough divisions can be distinguished in the history of colonialism
, 1

since the beginning of the modern world-:system i thesixteenthibentury:

1
the period of agriCultural or mercantile caRitalism, from'the beginning

of Western European expansion.in the 1500s through the Napoleonic Wars;

the "free trade" period-from 1.820 to 1870, during the development of

industrial capitaL'sm;' the classic "age /f imperialism,' in which the

colonial powers iv up\the underdevelOped world between 18701/4 and.

.,._-

1914 and w licintin,ed until 1945; and the ;le -colonial--period which

has fo owed the independence of tbeAfnican nd sian Colonies in the
\ ,

-----
e of. World War II.

72
m0or theories of colopialism'and imperialism.

have been developed -in the rxiatwOradition," or in reaction to/Mrcian

'

_formulations;

r

'Theories of Colonialism \
and Imperialism

In view of the sub7quent development of theory, it is surprising,

that Karl Marx himselk did not develop a,systematicltheory of collialism.

He saw that the need for markets would send the bourgeoisie" all

corners of the globe, and that high labor productivity. would give the

industriali2ed countries high profitS in trading with the non-industrial

worlds Writing a series.of articles tor he New York'Daily Tribune in the

1850s, Marx followed the course of Britishrule in India. Noting the

great expense of the warfare required to maintain the British libiition

in India, Marx calculated that the general populatio n of England was

being taxed to support a few thousand corporate stockholaers'and d irectors,'

.

s
,

.

.
...

,

military officers, and other civil servants: On the issue of Ireland,

a'
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England's "first" colony, Marx and Frederick Engels strongly supported A

Irish national independence both to eliminate foreign oppression of -

Ireland and as a step upward the emancipation of the English working

class.
73

)th-e-.. teenth'rentury gave rise to the present us of .the term

/( C

o

The spectacular burst of empirebuilding in the last quarter of-
,

"imperialism'" and. to a-considerable body of explanato literature. The

classic study is J.A.1.1obson's Imkerialism, first publishedin 1902.

Hobson, a Fabian, looked for the explanation for British imperialism

after 1870 in the circumstap es _of the Britis'h ,domestic economy. He

found the "economic taproot of imperialism" to be the chronic condition

,qf underconsumption resulting from a grossly unequal distributj.on of

-Noting that theMil-Etary costs f imperialism.had outrun the
"9".

'.

commercial is of )creased 'trade, Hobso f concldded, "the business

oft

interests th tion as a whole are subordinated to those of.certain
. .

N
,o

sectional interests'that usurp control of the national resources and use

them for their private gain."74 iias solution was "social reform," by

which he meant th? redistribution ofrincome and the raising.of the

standard of living for the'general. population.

Although Hobson was intent on reforming capitalism rather than

overthrowing it, his emphasis on.the economic basis of imperialism fit

neatlyewith Marxian theory: Emphasizing-the tendency toward a falling

rate of profit Under capitalism,-Marxists predicted that capitalist.
.

. .

k\ ...
-0

industry would be constantly dh the lookout for)1 w-cost sources of raw

materials, Markets for goods, and more profitable investment eppor pniti

"h.
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The Austrian Marxist Rudolf Hilferding contributed an gdditional twist

to.the analysis of imperialism in 1910 with his book Das Fihanzkapital,

which emphasized the role of banking and industrial Monopolies at that

staie in the development of capitalism. Drawing on Hobson, Hilferding;

and a work of.NicOlai Bukharin that was unpublished the time V.I.

1

Lenin wrote in 1916. what was to become perhaps the most influential
t' . , 'al

study of the subject, Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism.

Lenin, drew

ism: "Under

the expcgt of

4
ism, when monop

sharp distinction between the old and\new,/forms ok capital-

the old type of cagrtalism, when free competition

.

prevailed,

/

oods' was the most typical feature,. Under modern capital-
.

lies prevail, the export Of Rapital has begome a typical

feature."75 Opposing such marxists as Karl Ka t

imperialism

features of

an

4itflism

.

y, Lenixl argued "that

rialist-wars were iindeed_essential and unavoidable-

and would soon lead to its downfall.

4,6

itics of Marxism have offered Some alternatives to the

"economic",interpretationoecoloniarism and imperialism. Joseph,
"

Schumpete: sees imperialism as the product of non - rational; irrational

and instinctive human dr short, as an atvistic Other

,writers have Aphasizea political motives of national security, or aggra1d-

I.

izemenyr simplepowekt disparities as the forces behind imperialism,'
.r. . ,

Most non-Marxists anda few.Marxists agree that imperialism is not-an

essential feature o3 capital`

/
A

76
ism a d is susceptable to .reform.

Neocolonialism and "Dependency

A.

O

ism, both.

P

Although writing at differ t periods in the history of colonial-
,

x and Lenin expected that imperialist pendtfati Asia
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and Afylbirwobld have a progressive side of leading, to the industriali-

zation 'Of these continents. They also expected that direbt political

control wotldrwain .an essential feature -of the qv

colonies. Neither anticipAted that the "Third ;Wok

loitation of

707
countrieswould

o
p. N

-7/remaina continued state of underd velopment or that imperialistic

°
,exploitation wOuld\persist following

6

'boiCnial countries. -As most of L tin
,*

,) '

tndep endent since around 1820, it is
\

,

developed theory of post-colonial development among the(radie La

V
political independence of the

-

/

erica has been politibaiy

not surpiising to find the best
.

\ ,

'American poli cal economists.° Their key term toAdpscribe.the-'situAtion,

",r

, .
....Q,

0

4 "d ende e. ",-..iTheotonio

dal ition, of the concept:

He

Doss' San provides the most widely accepted--
0--

By dependence we mean a situati6nin which

certain countries is conditioned by the-deve opment.And

expansion of another economy to which-the former is subjected:

° The_relatidn pf interdependence between two, or more epoiiPmles,

and between the and world ade, ass4mes 'the form of A
0,

',dependence when some co tries tthe dominant ones) cafe expand

Pt-economy, of
I

and can be self-statin ,- while'other countries (the dependent 4

ones) can do this only as eirtion df that expansion,
0

.

which can have eithera positive or negative effect on their

immediate development.78
fJ

distin ishes among the dependence of the colonial er thefinancial-

industrial dependence ofithe late Ni

40

teenth and early Twentieth

0

9

4.0
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Centuries,'and the new form of technological-industrial dependence based

/ 4'

on the multi-national corporations which have blosso ed since World War II.

)..hThe specific forms of dependency are thus related to e characteristics

C4

of the world capitalist economy at the time.

Marxist economist Andre Gunder Frank describes the position of

Latin American countries as peripheral satellites to the metropolitan

centers of Europe and,North America. In this formulation the metropolis

extracts the surplus from the satellites in a Process of the "development

of, underdevelopment." Challenging the view that the "dual economies" of

many Latin American countries are holdovers from a colonial feudalism,

1

Frank, rgues that capitalist development is a form of economic control

ithat perpetuates derdevelopmen within an integrated economy in the

satellite countries.
79 Frank's formulation of the "development of under-

.

development" has been criticized by other Marxist economists who suggest

the clever play on words makes an invalid suggestion of a §tagnant or'

deteriorating condition; Fernando Henrique Cardozo, for example, prefers

,80
the characterization of "dependent capitalist development,' which

takes place as foreign investment shift's from raw materials to menu-

factoring.

A vital contribution of -l-- dependencv_model is the notion.of the

"infrastructure of dependency,"'the structures internal to the dependent

country including industrial organization, patterns of urbanization, and

social classes. Ih,the exposition of Suzanne BOdenheimer, two examples

of the infrastructure of dependency,are the

trialization and the formation of clientele

41

patterns of dependent indqs-

social classes. Charadteristics
(7 4

7
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of dependent industrialization include foreign domination of the m6st

dynamic sectors of industry, increasing competitive advantagelor

foreign monopolistic eiterprises over local firms, and the introduction

of advanced, capital-intensive techn6logy without regard to resulting

unemployment. Clientele classes have a "dual position as partners of

metropolitan interests, yet dominant elites within their own societies."

They may include not, only the industrial bourgeoisie, but also the state

bureaucracy and other sectors of the middle class when their positions

are tied to foreign'interests. The infrastructure ocdependencV ig7thus,

"the functional equivalent of a formal colonial apparatus," but insofar

as it is internalized and institutionalized "much more difficglt to

overcome. "
81

As the colonized nations of Africa and Asia achieved independence
6

in.the wake of World War II, they discovered as Latin Americans had that

political independence did not necessarily bring an end to economic

,dependence on the former imperial rulers or on other major imperial powersi

The term "neocolonialism" became popular among Third World leders to

describe this situation.
82

James O'Connor summarizes the characteristics

of modern neocolonialism in two pointt: first, it requires "the active

participation of the state in international economic relationships:"

second, neocolonial policy is designed "to prevent the newly independent

countries from consolidating their political independence and thus to

keep them economically dependent and securely in the world capitalist

system." Domestic ruling classes replace the former colonial administra- ,

tors, but the financial interests of the international corporations are

4.2
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protected by the advanced capitalist states through the intervention

of international economic organizations. The theory of economic imper,

talism remains relevant, in the definition of O'Connor:

The definition of economic imperialism which we emplOy is the

economic domination of one region or country over another

'specifically, the formal or informal control over local

economic resources in a manner advantageoud to the metropoli-

tan power, and at the expense of the local economy. . .

The main form of economic domination has always beeNcontrol

by the advanced capitalist countries over the liquid and real

economic'resources of economically backward areas. The main

liquid resources are foreign exchange and public knd private

savings, and real resources consist of agricultural mineral,

. 'transportation, communication, manufacturing, and commercial

facilities and other assets.
83

The familiararguments between Marxists and, non-Marxists persist over

whether neocolonialism is a necessary feature of contemporary capitalism

, or rather one foreign policy option among several.", And the question
. v_

.

of the most important cause of neocolonialism continues to be _debated

a

among Marxists: -markets for goods, outlets for capital investments,

es '

or the need for raw materials.
C

As a counterbalance to what might appear as'an exclusive concern

with the- economic aspects of colonialism, in recent years a number of /

writers have developed a political psychology of colonial oppression.

These writers'accept the economic interpretation of imperialism, but seek

to supplement it with an understanding of the psychology that works

against the spreading of revolt or revolution. They also explore the

necessary preconditions for t/ge development of revolutionary consciousness

43



and will among the colonized. Two of these outstanding theorists of

the psychology of the oppressed are Franz Fanon and Albert Memmi. Both

writers emphasize the need of the oppressed to reject the models of

identity offered by the colonizers in favor of native traditions and

culture.
86

Internal Colonialism N
Flw of the European colonies established in the New World in

the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries resembled what might be called

"pure' colonialism -- immigrants building communities in a virgin land.

There were native populations to be subdued or' exterminated, as in .

North erica; , or to be subdued and worked in the silver and go124'mines,

as in the Andes of South America. When these native groups did not

suffice, black slaves from Africa were imported Work'the sugar and

tobacco plantations,

plantations. Thus some degree of internal colonialism has alwa

and later in the Nineteenth Ceptury the cotton
.

been-

a part of the American colonial experience.

The success of the anticollonial movements in the Third World
v

following World War II has undoubtedly contributed to the popularity

of referring to a variety of exploitative situations within both develop-'

ing and advanced industrial countries as internal or domestic

colonialism. One writer has warned that colonialism is in danger of

becoming "a generic term for any form of exploitation which involves

geographic and/or ethnic components."87 I believe internal colonial-

ism is a useful concept if defined in A rigorous sense rather than used

44
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as an al l- inclusive catchword. Two precise definitions with varying
kl

degrees of restrictiveness are advanced by Pablo Gonzalez-Casanova.and

'

Pierre van den Berghe. Gonzalez-Casanova seeks to distinguish internal

colonkalism from a class structure with a geographic or racial aspect:

Internal colonialism corresponds to a structure of social

relations based'on domination and exploitation among

culturally heterogeneous, distinct groups. .

the result of an, encounter between two raOts,

or civilizations, whose genesis and evolution

. . It is

cultures,

occurred

withOut any mutual contact up to one specific moment. . .

The colonial struoture and internal colonialism are dis-

tingguuished from the Classtistructure since coloialism is

not only a relatio Hof exploitation .of the workers by the

Owners' of raw materials or

ators, but also a relation

of a total population. (with

of production-and their coilabor-

of domination and exploitation

de distinct classes, proprietors

workers) by.another population which also has distinct
88 a

classes (p,roprietdls and worker's) .

In short, the Gonzalez-Casanova definition requires a dual ss structure, .

by which I mean n t.a single class structure po larizedintltwo classes,

but rather two class structures, one dominant and the other subordinate,

each of whiCh may'be differentiated to a greater or lesser degree. This

appears to be a useful minimal definition of internal colonialism,

although it is br2 It

group/ relationships.

ugh to knoldde a variety of dominant-subordinate"

The most restrictive definition of internal colonialism. is developed

by van den Beighe in a (recent work. His view, in part a reaction to the

overly broad use of the term, is worth quoting at length:

45
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,In my opinion, theeconcept of internalcolonialism, when so

diluted, loses all of its use for purposes of social science

analysis. I shall theref e propose to treat internal colon-
.

ialism as an ideal type w'th the following characterstiCs:

1) Rule of one ethnic group (or coalition of'such groups)

over other such groups living within-the continuous boundaries

of a single state.

2) Territorial separation o'f' -the subordinate ethnic groups

into t'homeland4," "native reserves," and the like, with land

tenure rjghts distinct from those applicable to members of thd

dominant group,

3) Presence of an internal government within a government

especially created to rule the subject peoples, with a special

legal status ascribed to the subordinate groups. Typically
o

members of the dominant group are incorporated into the state'

as individuals, while members of the subordinate groups have

a corporate, group status which takes precedence over their

individual status.

4) Relations of economic inequality -ii?which subject peoples

are relegated to positions of dependency and inferiority in

the division of labor and the relations of production.

Such a definition of internal colonialism excludes mere

regional differences in economic development; mere class

differences in the system of, production, and, a fortiori,

differences based on age, sex, slave'statusi caste, sexual

behavior (e.g., homosexuality), phypical handicaps, and count-

less.others. The usefulness of the concept to understand the

situation of a group is a,function of that group's approxima-

tion to the'characteristics of the ideal type. For instance,

in the United States, internal coldhialism describes the

position of Amerindians quite well, of Chicanos somewhat, of

blacks poorly, of Appalachian whites hardly at all, and of .

'women, old people, homosexuals and convicts only by the most

fanciful stretch of the academic imagination. This is not to

4(1
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say that some of the groups excluded from my definition of

internal colonialism may'not bees badly or worse off than the

denizens of the internal colonies. Their position is funda-

'mentally different/ however, and, hence, the internal colonial

model.is a poor one to understand their predicament. Internal

colonialism is but one of many ways of getting the short end

of the sticMR
89

Gonzalez-Casanova's criterion of a dual class structure appears to include

points one and four of van den Berghe's ideal type. The latter would also

require territotial separation and special governing unit for full corre-

spondence to the internal colonialism model. In this paper I apply Van

den Berghe's definition as a touchstone, and use Gonzglez-Casanova's

definition as a minimal requirement for internal colonialism.

A few *examples illustrate the confusion or carelessness that character-1

izes the use of internal colonialism: Eugene Havens and'qilliam Flinn, in

study of, Columbia, write: "For our purposes, internal colonialism refers

to structural arrangements typified by a relatively small 'dominant group

.which controls the allocation of resources, and a large subjected mass

composed of various groups with unarticulated interests largely divorced

from participation in the development processes and blocked.from social

'mobility."90 What they describe is a class structure with litt* class
t

consciousness or mobilization on the part of the subordinate classes.

William Appleman Williams refers in passing to the entire rural population

of the United States around the turn of the Twentieth Century-as an internal

colony: "this rural majority existed in an internal colonial relationship

vis-a-vis the domestic Aderican metropolis (and the'larger Western

European metropolis of which New York is a part)."
91

Again, rural agrarians

'4 7
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V
are a social class (or classes); not an internal colony. Sheila Row-,

botham has characterized women in underdeveloped countries as a "colony

within the colony," a description that loors sight of the distribution

of women across classes and across the colonizer/colonized barrie4o
92

I
These are the more extreme examples.
a6

More frequent are uses of internalcolonialism which muddle class,

geography, and/or race. In an admirable attempt to sort out.the meanings

of class and internal colony within the context of development, Dale

Johnson offers a definition of an internal colony that is less precise than

those of Gonzalez- Casanova and van den Herghe: "An internal colony con-

stitutes a society within a society based on racial, linguistic, and/pr

marked cultural differences as well as differences of social class. It

is subject to political and administrative control by the dominant classes

and institutions of the metropolis. Defined in this way; internal colonies-

_40

can exist on a geographical basis or on a racial or cultural basis in,

ethnically or cuillturally. dual or plural societies." Be opens himself up

fob: problems by adding, "Not all of these criteria need apply.in order to

classify a population as an internal colony." Johnson err. s by making

geographic separation alone a sufficient criteria for an internal colony.

He writes: "Economically, internal colonies can be conceptualiied as

those Populations who produce primary commodities for markets in metro-

pOlitan centers, who constitute a source of cheap labor for enterprises

controlled from the metropolitan centers, and/or who constitute a market

for the products and services of the centers. "93 This situation of polarized

development within a country is simply the ubiquitous feature of uneven

48
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I

'capitalist development; regional disparities are best Characterized in
, #

-terms of die metropolis-periphery distinction. Internal colonialism,

furthermore, cannot be defined as, ay concept; it

/
necessarily invOlves the sociological dimension of aduil. class structure.

' .

Among the examples Johnson gives of regional internal colonies are "the
0

Appalachian region and rural South of the United States," and "the

southern region of Italy," all of which would not be covered by my
0

definition of On internal colony. He concedes,4There'is a serious-
4

Tlestion whether [my] concept may not be overinclusive "
94

In a recent exemplary study of uneven development between core
, .

,

.
.,

and periphery in capitalist industrialization, Michael Hechter examines

the relationship between England and the "Celtic periphery" of Ireland,
I LL

Scotland, and Wales. Unfortunately, Hechter,chooses to designate peri-

vZ

pheral regions as internal colonies when even modest differences in

ethnic identity are present. He is aware of the problems this presents:

'There does not seem to be a general consensus on a small number of

essential defining features of internal colonialism. . . . What if all

but one or two conditions seem to be met? The danger, of course, is to

so relax the meaning of internal colonialism that almost any instance of

stratification may falliltmewhere within its boundaries."9
5

The idea that certain regions of the U.S. can be likened to

colonies is not new. A number of writers, including conservatives as

well as liberals and radicals, have described the American South as a

colony of the North. 'The threat posed by the industrialized North to

the agricultural South was developed by the conservative Agrarian movement
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in its manifesto,I'll Take My Stand in 1930. Cinioward Odum noted. the

colonial character of the Southern economy in his writings in .the 1930s,

and President Franklin D. Roosevelt's Conference on Economic Conditions

in the South reported W1938 that the South was exploiteby means of

discriminatory freight-rates, th tariff; monopolies,, and absehtee
* .

ownership.
96

These and other similar analogiesAeldom take colonialism

4 to mean more than exploitation under absentee ownership, a situation I

suggest is better understood as a normal feature of industrial capitalism.

Some variety %f the term colonialism continues to be applied to

peripheral regions within advanced capitalist countries. In an article

titled ,"Colonial sm at Home and Abroad," Andre'Gorz writes:

The geographial\concentration of the process of capitalist

accumulation h s necessarily gone hand-in-hind with the

relative -- or ven\absolute -- impoverishment of other regions.

These latter regions have been used by the industrial and

financial centers as reservoirs of labor, of primary and ,

agricultural mater'al. Like the'colonies of the great European'

empires, the " peripheral" regions have provided the metropoleS

with their savings, their labor power, their men, without having

a right to the local einvestment of thecapital accumu1ated

through their activit Thus, no new activity came to take

the place of the miner ' work, for example, when the coalbeds

were exhausted or became unprofitable. In this .way, whole

/ territories have become cones of unemployment and poverty; or

regions emptied of their Substance to the point of no return --

that is, to a point where,
\
lacking a sufficient proportion of

youthful inhabitants as well as industrial and cultural centers,

these regions cease to have the capacity for development.
97
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4.

Lee Webb has applied the internal colonialism tag to his analysis
CP

of out-of-state corporate control in Vermont. Local businessmen control

the small trade of the area, but tajor industry is dominated by outsiders:

The local Vermont businessman and banker is confined primarily

to'ownership of the tertiary level'Of the economy -- retail

,and'wholesale trade~ s rvices, land speculation, and smaller

industry. All of the ig.and,profitable sectors of the
.economy are ip the hands of out -of -state corporations. one

of the reasons a classical colonial struggle hai not developed
A

in.Vermont and some of America's other internal colonies is
o

the absence of a racial, religious, or language distinction

between the colonized and the colonizers. Vermont'is a case

of whites rippipg off other whites.
98 *

a.

,/-

An obvious reason-not suggested by Webb is that he is describing class

conflict, not colonial conflict. Webb suggests that such other areas

of the United States as the Southweq,t, Appalachia, and the Rocky Mountain

mining regions share these characteristics.

Writing on the state of Maine as another,exampleof internal

colonialism, Geoffrey Faux notes the ways in which absented ownership

results in the loss of benefits to the region: 4

There are rely any employment benefits 'from absentee owner-
.

ship In a srfiall community.' Some studies show that the "

immediate direct effect of a merger on jobs is negative,

and there's' evidence that outside ownership has a deadening

effect upon growth. . . . Absentee corporations tend to

bank and purchase accounting, engineering and other pro-

fessional.services in the corporate headquarteis, rather

than in the vicinity of their plants. They also encourage
o

purchasing of supplies and,materialsfrom national firms.
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Absentee corporate personnel have little interest in the

co ity from which tOgy derive their profits, and a

absentee firM is quicker to lay off workersat the

slightest sigrvof a downturn than is a local firm whose

'management fTels some responsibility fpr the community.
99

However accurate and astute tttese observations may be, I persist in

Maintaining they are not features of internal colonialism. As Thorstein
o

Veblen pointed out over a half cengury ago, absentee ownership is char-

acteristic of industrial capitalist development.
100

Yet it remains

popular to refer to the underdevelOped regions persisting under the

uneven and polarized capitalist development as colonies. One explana-

tion may be that the vocabulary of colonizatioil is more comfortable

than that of class conflict, and regional or ethnic chauvinism is more

acceptable than talk of socialism.

Internal Colonialism
and Black Americans

421

A final theorypclosely related-to the internal ColonialisM4model

was put forward in the 1930s by the Communist Party in its approach to

"the Negro question" in the 0nited States. This formulation considered

the Negro population to be an oppressed natkan, with the right of self-

determination of Negroes in the Black Belts in the South. While down-

. 1

played in later years, thisbremained the official position of the

Communist Party until 1958, when it reemphasized equal rights and inte-.

gration -- an analysis that focuses on the racial, rather than the

national, aspect of the oppression of black people. The Negro nation ,

thesis has been resurrec ted(recently by several Marxist-Leninist groups.
101

41aEr

None of these sectarian, viewpoints has had any discernible impact on
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writing on the ppalachian region as an internal colony. \It is

likely, however, that graces of tYVIe bommunist Party's analysis of the

Negro Nation-from the 1930s remained suggestive to such,writers as

1
.Jiaroad Cruse ho applied the i nt6pial colonialisxi model the $tuation

.....- ...

102
of Blacks in thle 1960s.

-

Robert Blauner haS constructed a model of internal colonialism

relevant to the black-ghettoes in the United States; his formul tion is

"clearly compatible with Gonzalez- Casanova's criteria of a dual c ass

structure. Blauner emphasizes "colonialism as a process rather an

/ ° . ,

colonialism as a social, economic and political System." The result

is an emphasis on the experience of colonization, the "colonization

complex.," more thanothe stru ture of colonial domination. 131auner

draws hisftriodelfrom the use of domestlic colonialism in the ea: 1y 1960s

by such black writers as Harold Cruse, Kenneth Clark, and -Stokley.'hr-
..

michael and'Charles HaMilton. .Blaunertidentifies four components,of

the "colonization complex:, : "forced, involuntary-entry" by the dominant

power; destruction ofeindigenous values, orientations, and wayS of

life;" aaministration by "representatives of the doMinant power;" and

racism as "a principle of social domination."
103

,Blauner's approac

has some shortcomings as a general model of internal colonialism.

First, it deemphasizes the central focus of the theory, of neocolonial

dependency, the infrastructure,of economic exploitatpn. Following

Fanon and Memmi, Blauner emphasizes social and cultural domination at

the txpense of an analysis.of the role of blaclie in the domestic'economy.

Second, Blauner focuses,oft "police colonialigw," the use of white police
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in black ghettoes, without elaborating the key point,in the analysis o
\ I /

neocoloniali m: the co-optingof an indige ous ,group of businesirlen

and administr tors who work on behalf ofqthe 'eocolonial Powers. Fi a'

lr
the model is too broad and appears

\

toeinclude 11-cases of minori
\\

racial group relations in thee United States -- .\11 cases of "ThirC World.

....

peoplei" -- under the deSignati a e;4,1 of internal coloni lism. Thes
,

. criticisms aside, Blauner's analysis remains an important and infldential'
o

Istatement of th

Slauner

in tr a United Mates. The \dea of blaCks as an internalm.Colony has-

received wide acceptance in radical and blacknationdlist circles at-&
t a k
although_Ae strgtegy that follows from the,ahalirsis has not been

internal

s'analysis has in mind,the osition of kacial,minoritieS

colonialism model.
1.;/

a1 I

as, clear. Some-radical 'plea writers have been critical of the model

r

taken in a strict sense.
104

The application to Native Americans it so

.0"
clear that the usage has even been taken up by a governffent agency in

reference to the Navajo.
105

As the model of internal colonialism was

applied to minority groups other than blacks, it was perhaps inevitable

that it be Checked forlfit with the Appalachian mountaineers.'

Internal Colonialism
Applied to Appalachia

I can find no use of the colonialism analogy to the'Appalachians

prior to the early 1960s. During the unionization battles of the 1930s,

the Left press emphasized themes of exploitation and class conflict

along classic Marxian lines in their,articles about the Appalachian coal-

Nields.1°670hi.yafter the internal coloniaLmod(11 had been applied-to
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blacks did writers on Appalachajjlen to speak in terms if Colonialism.

Tn his best selling 1962 study Ni ht Comes to the Cumberl nds, Harry

Caudill makes only a passing reference to colonialism: ' or all'
/

411L-

practical purposes the plateau ha on constituted a col nial appendage

of the industrialEast and Middle West; rather than an i tegral part of

the nation generally." By 1965 he beginvtO use the, internal colonel

designatiOn: "4conomically, Appalachia is little more than an internal

colOtial appendage of the industrial North and Midwest."107 The theme

was quickly picked uliby activists and radical intellectuals in the

Central Appalachian area, particularly the group associated with the
%

PeopieS1 Appalachian Research dolleCtive and its journal, Peopled'

Appalachia., Richard Diehl, for example, describes the larger coalr
companies. as corporate colonizers who form part of an international

elite,and a wing of global imperialism. 108

Heleil Lewis and her associates have attempted a detailed applica-
,

tion to Appalachia of Blauner's'model of the process of internal coldni-

zation of black Americans. Lewis points to the purchase by outside

corporations of mineral and timber rights from unsuspecting.landawners

as a paralieltO Blauner's criteria of "forceful, involuntary entry.",

She cites he social disorganization brought by the mining industry and

the work of educators and missionaries as leading to the "destiuction of

indigenous wayl4dof life." She sees a parallel. to "administration by

representatives of the dominant power" in the violent establishment of

law and order. among the family and clan systems, the suppression,of labor

organizations, and the general administration of the law by public
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officials in the interests of the coal companies. On Blauner's final

point of "racism as a principle.of social doTination" Lewis cites the

Mountain cultUreopften expressed by middle-bias against lower class

class and elite groups. In this analysis, such institutions as the

ca.

Appalachian family and church emerge as not simply survivals of an

earlier traditional subculture, but also as defensive institutions whose

"closed" characteristics are in part formed in resistence to the process

of colonization. By emphasizing such values as "equality, non-
.

competitiveness, and family -- neighborhood solidarity," the family and

the church4resist the social change that would integrate the region:-

into the American mainstream.
109

I find the application of"Blauner's'model of internal colonialism

to Appalachia to be strained at some key points. The parallel to "forced,

involuntary entry" by the colonizers is nowhere near as strong as the
ft'

case of enslaved blacks from Africa or the conquered Native American

tribes or the Mexican people of the §outhwest. In the elalfrated version

of his argument, Blauner distinguishes between "coloniAed and immigrant

minorities," and suggests that the circumstances of entry of white

European ethnic immigrant groups is different in charact from that

of blacks and possibly other people of color -..i the t tates.11°

The.gituation of Appalachian people is clearly, a third varient if they

are tobe treated as a minority at all; the mountaineers were an early

settler group established for sixty to a hUndred years before the

expansion of industrial capitalism into the region. The deception and
.

fraud.used in Appalachia by the vanguard of land, timber and mineral

-agents does not appear to differ in kind from those techniques used,

r.

C
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generally by capitalists and their agents throughout the'country in the

period of kndustri4 expansion.

On tie question of "administration by representatives of the

dominant power," the application of Blauner's internal colonialism model

'to Appalachia suffers ram his emphasiS. on "police colonialism," the

direct application of force by members of the dominant group. Blaundr

has not put enough emphasis on the eocolonial Mechanism of an indige-
.

nous stratum of officials ruling in the-interests of the,dominant group.

Helen Lewis suggests that-the study of such local elite groups in the

mountains is of great importance,
111

but this conclusion and suggestions

of what mechanisms to look for flow more readily from the more general

"dependency" model than from the internal colonialism model.

The parallel to "racism as et principle of social domination"

really breaks down in the Appalachian case. There may be prejudice

against "hillbillies," but it is essentially based on bias against the
V

lower Classes, not all the people of the region. 112 There is no parallel

to the dual social structure required by Gonzalez-Casanova's definition

of internal colonialism. Mountaineers are able to "pass" into mainstream

America both through migration
113

and, for some, thfaugh integration into

the business elite in the mountains. White Appalachians generally have

a potential for social mobility not matched by racial minorities. The

%traditional Appalachian subculture may be becoming a museum piece, but
%

this is a situation far from white Appalachians as a group being accorded

the near-caste position of some racial minorities in the United States.

vle
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Applying an additional characteristic of internal colonialism

from van den Berghe's definition, I can find no evidence of'"an internal

.government within a government especially created to rule the subject

peoples." The Appalachian Regional Commission is not a functional

counterpart of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The people of Appalachia

have no distinct legal status distinguishing them from other residents

of the United States, as Native Americans dOin some/instances.

/

Appalachia appears to provides. very poor fit to any strict definition

of internal colonialism.

Much of the attaction of the internal colonialism model, includ-

ing its application to Appalachia, derives froM its powerful analysis of

the destruction of indigenous culture in the process of establishing and

maintaining domination over the colonized group. Religion and education

can play a major role in the destruction of traditional culture. The

missionary movement in Appalachia can be seen as aiding, often inadver-

tently, the process of domination. AsLeFis, Kobak and Johnson write:

I%
. . . denials of mountain culture madenative childreh

ashamed of their heritage. Although churches and mission-
A

aries gave some support to certain harmlesS aspeCts Of

native culture and served to softeh the impact and ameliorate

some of the abuses of the system, the denigration of mountain

...3.,1

culture, the development of feelings of inferiori

lt

as

mountain people were "helped,* also helped the indu li-

zation process. The churches and schoOls taught the

values of organization, planning, hard work and thrift.

They legitimized the industrial process by blaming the ills
,

of the system on the mountaineer himself. He must learn to

be more "cagey" (not so gullible and taken in by the land



sharks), he must learn to be more thrifty and hard-working

and respectful and cooperate with the mine Operators. .

Although some missionaries saw clearly the'sxploita't6on,

they 'still had great.faith.in_the progress and` the benefits

of industrialization.
114

James Branscome and Mike Clark have brought this ana sis up to date by

examining the effect of schodling on Appalachian culture in the current

period.
115

These arguments hit the mark, but is cultural domination a dis-

tinctive feature of internal colonialism rather than class exploitation?

A common and underiptandable misconception, derived in part fram the stress

*
on economic determinism in vular Marxist analysis,' is that culture plays

an insignificant part in the structure of class domination under,capitalism.

The cbloniai model is seen as distinctive by Blauner for A emphasis

on this ignored area:, "1. . . the colonial attack on culture is more than

a matter of economic factors such as labor recruitment and special

exploitation. The colonial situation differs from the class situation of

capitalism precisely in the importanceof,culture as an instrument of

domination."
116

Orthodox Marxism has been particularly weak in its

analysis of culture, and Blauner misses the importance of ideological

hegemony in the establishment and maintenance of capitalist domination.

For the beginnings of an adequate theory of the.role of culture in capital-

ist societies we must turn to the Western Marxist tradition, and such-

.

writers as Georg Lukacs, Antonio Gramsci, and the `Frankfurt School

theorists. The concept of cultural hegemony derive from Gramsci, and

emphasizes the obtaining of consent rather than the

59

tise of forced, in the
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tthroughout society in all its inst tutional and private, manifestatio

perpetuation of clasistructures. Gwynn Williams provides a usef 1 summary

of Gramsci's notion of hegeMon)X., "an order in whiCh a certain way of life

and thought is dominant,in which one concept of reality s diffiuse

informing with its spirit all taste, mora ity, customs, religious an

3.)

political principles, and all so ial relations, paticularly'in their

. intellectual and moral cdnnotation "
117

The destruction of indigenous
..\

1:

culture may be more conspicuous in the colonial situation, but a compar

able process works to erode all ethnic and working-class cultures in

advanced capitalist countries, a process'which has perhaps advanced

furthest in the United States.
118

Conclusions

Analogies are valuable in social analysis insofar as they summarize

and illuminate certain features of the subject under investigation. In

this sense the analogy between the situation of Appalachia and that of

colonized countries has been stimulating and fruitful. It has focused ;

attention on the acquisition of the raw materials of the region by outside

corporate interests, and on the exploitation of the local workforce and

community at large resulting from the removal of tlip region's natural

resources for the benefit of absentee owners. But analogies, while

providing insights into some aspects of ality, can obscure -r distort

others. A loose analogy is no substitute, in the long run, for a precise

theory that can lead to more detailed investigations. In this sense the

internal colonialism model applied to Central AppalaChia stands in need of
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revision. Several shortcomings have been pointed out; the major issue

of policy conclusions remains to be addressed. Writers using the

internal bolonialism model haKebeen ambiguous about what solution is

appropriate,for Appalachian problems. Taking the term "colony" in its,

strongest sense, that of a suppressed ation, would prescribe an

Appalachian nationalism aimi g at secess n and an independent nation-

state. No one has proposed uch a solution,,,` allthOUgh a weaker version --

a state of Appalachia -- has een mentioned'.
119

Nor have many 'seriously

rggested that the region woul be better off if all the coal companies

were owned by the local elite o "hillbilly millionaires" -- a sort of

bourgeois decolonization -- inst ad of the national corporations an

international energy conglomerate , although an exclisive focus on

absentee ownership might lead to t at conclusion. If the hart of the

problem is defined as private owner hip of the coal industry, then the

possibility of public ownership, per aps even limited to a regional

,1.

basis, is suggested.-
20

If the probl= is defined as capitalist owner-

ship of industry generally, then the a ternative --.some form of

socialism -- takl9 on a dimension that es far beyond the dationali-
. b 4 .

zation or Appalachianization of the coal industry alone.

A few radical economists have attempted to avoid the problems
s

of the colonialism analpgy by returning to a traditional Maixian analysis

of Appalachia in the context of capitalist exploitation, and have sug-
A ' 1

gested the fruitfuiness of a longitudinal study of the removal of surplus

value,froullthe region over time.
121

But this focus on economic relation-

'' hips loses the valuable emphaSis of the intern -1 colonialism model on
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the role of cultural domination and the contribution ofithe dependency

formulation on the "infrastructures of dependency." Perhaps the best

formulation of-a research project from the perspective of radibal

economics has been made by Richard Simon, who reviews the histo idal

development of the West Virginia economy in the context of dependency

theory, suggesting(relationships with the social and pblitical, structures

of that state and with the introduction of federal government programs

in the 1960s.
122

It is time to synthesize the best of the models so'.

far put forward, and develop a more accurate and comprehensive theory

of poverty and underdevelopment in Cen*tral.Appalachia.

A Framework for Synthesis

It is tempting to characterize the subculture of poverty,

regional development, and intern 1 colonialism. models as, respectively,

conservative, liberal, ical models of barriers to social change.

While this would contain a substantial amount of truth, the description

would be misleading in one respect. From a perspective that L will

develop briefly here, the three models are not, strictly speaking,

mutually exclusive alternatives. Interpreted in terms of a framework

developed by Jurgen Habermas, they represent different dimensions of

social existence.

For Habermas, there axe-three fund gmental conditions or media

through which social systems are maintained: interaction, work, and

o4r or dominpation. All human societies use these means to resolve the.,

problems of preserving life and culture, Corresponding to each of these

media are the human "interests" in mutual understanding, technical control,
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and "emancipation from seemingly 'natural' constraint.133. A solution

to the problems of Appalachian poverty and underdevelopment would have

to be concerned with each of the three modes of culture, technique,.
and domination. Babermassdistinction provides a basis for viewing

cultural adaptation,-technica development, and redistribution of power

as potentially complementary aspects of social development.

Our models, therefore, are not merely three selected from a

long list of possible models of poverty and underdevelopment. They

represent fundamental dimensions of social life, and may well be

exhaustive of the possible alternatives if stated in a sufficiently

general form. Other-writers have developed similar trichotomized

typologies in approaching the analysis of planned social change. Robert

"Chin and Kenneth Benne distinguish the normative-reeducative, rational-

empirical, and the power-coercive meta-strategies of planned change.

James Crowfoot and Mark Chesler outline the countercultural, professional-
\

technical, and political approaches to 'planned social change. Jack

Rothman characterizes the locality development, social planning, and

social action models of community organiZtion practice.124 think each

of these schema is tapping the same dimensions of social life identified

by Habermas.

The subculture of poverty model can us be seen as only one part

of a broader framework of explanations rooted in the tradition of cul-

tural idealism. Affirmative cultural approaches toward Southern Appalachia,

exemplified by Frost and the Campbells, are the obverse side of the coin

from the pejorative tradition. Although they co 'e to opposite concl sions
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about the virtue of.the traditional mountain subculture, they are con-

tending on the same turf. The regional develo ent model, from this

synthetic perspective, is seen as resting within the contemporary tech-

nocratic image and ideology of science. As John iedmann points out,

the regionalism movement of the 1930s, as personifi d by Howard Odum

and others,was rooted in cultural idealism. The ne -regionalism of the

1960s, embodied in'the ARC, discarded this grounding n favor of the

technical redbon of neoclassical economic theory.
125

he internal

colonialism model is/similarly, one component of a bro d range of

tion:

This synthetic view helps explain why writers wid- y considered
1

to be champions of a certain model of Appalachian underdeve opulent also

' draw on other models. Caudill, for example, is best known his

description of the Cumberland Plateau as an example of coloni lism, but

in Night Comes to the Cumberlands he also paints a pejorative icture

of the subculture of the eastern Kentucky, poor, In one essay =udill

appears to embrace many aspects of the developmental model, whil

theories that contribute to a critique of power and domi

in his most recent work he reemphasized a genetic explanation.
126

From the other side, Weller is best known for his subculture of po erty

characterization in Yesterday's People, yet he has recently described

Appalachia as "America's mineral colony."
127

Such examples can be viewed

as cases of inconsistency, confusion, or conversion. They can also be

seen, at least in part, as attempts to grapple with the complexity of.

analyzing the problems of Appalachian development.

To suggest that a dialectic of mutual interaction takes place

among the modes of culture, technique, and power is not to argue that

64
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each of our three models of Appalachian underdevelopment is to be taken

with equal seriousness. We have shown that there is no substantial

evidence to support the genetic,or subculture of poverty models as

causal explanations of Appalachian poverty and underdevelopment, and

indeed little public policy has been based on such models. From the

"standpoint of influence on social policy, the regional development

model is clearly predominant at present. With its emphasis on mainstream

economic theory and the technical aspects of development, it lays claim
Ito

to being a scientific,' value -free, and non-controversial approach to

Appalachian development. As such, it becomes a means of introducing

additional resources Ito a region without affecting the existing struc-

tures of resource control. In a period of extensive public disillusionment

with the role of private. business in our society, the prestige,of the

professional planner, with technical expertise, has been substantially

enhanced. As Habermas notes, "technology and science themselves in the

form of a common positivistic. way of thinking, articulated as technocratic

consciousness, began to take the role of a substitute ideology for the

demolished bourg-eois ideologies."
128

The result is a more effective

defense of ex Iing structures of privilege and inequality. n the words'

of Trent Schroyer, "Contemporary science and technology have become ,a

0

new form of legitimating power and privilege. . . . the scientistic'

image of science has become the dominant legitimating system of advanced

industrial society."
129

Without a broader critique of power and domination, the regional

idevelopment model serves as an ideologiqa defense of established power

and influence in Appalachia. The structures of the ARC and the Local
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Development Districts, from a critic= rSpective, are less means of

6

decentralized democratic decision-making as much as a mechanism fo-r°"°,..s.

arriving at a consensus among regional elites and between regional and

national elites. Actions taken by national and regional planners are

defended as technical decisions, rather than political choices among

alternative courses of developMent. The most important decisions of

the development districts may be the "non-decisions," the questions

that are never raised, and the subjects that never make the'pliblic

agenda.
130

The issue of public owner hip of the region's natural

resources is one example. Humanistic alternatives to the "trickle-

, down" process of growth-center promotion through attracting- private

industry are seldom considered.
131

Little effort has'. been made to

promote worker or community owned and controlled industry.

Throughout this paper I have suggested that the'histoxy of the

Appalachian region is best understood in the context of industrial

capitalist development: I have shown that the internal coloni#lism

model raises im ttant questions about.wealth, power, and domination

without offering a satisfactory. characterization of the situation of /7---

Centr 1 Appalachia. My synthesis of the three models leads to the.con-

clusion that Appalachian poverty and underdevelopment needs to be placed

within a broader critique of domination. From this perspective, Central

Appalachia must be.analyzed in the context of advanced capitalism in the

United States. In some instances (analyzing the role of the Japan4se

steel industry in prqviding capital for'opening new coal mines in the

region, for example), if we follow Wallerstein, we may have to expand.

our horizon to the framework of the world capitalist system.

A
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Appalachia within an Advanced
Capitalist Society

In a recent work Habermas formulates a model of advanced capital-

ism, which he characterizes by two features: the "process of'dconomic

concentration" - the growth of national And multi-national corporations --

and the "supplementation and partial replacement of the market mechanism

by state intervention."
132

Habermas goes on to analyze advanced capital-

ist societies in terms of their economic, administrative (state), and

egitimation systems and the resulting class structures. Applying a

ar analysis will contribute to a deeper understanding of the position

df Cen al Appalachia.

The Econom 0

There i`s growing agreement among economists critical of neoclassi -

cal theory that a threeTsector' model is necessary to characterize the

advanced capitalist economy in the United StAt John Kenneth Galbraith

deliileates the market sYstem,,the planning system, and the state. As

a roughvdemarcation, Gaib;gith's planning system consists of the largest,

"one thousand manufacturing, merchandising, transportation, power and

financial corporations, producing a roximat4y half of all the goods

and services not provided by the stat ." Making'up the market system

are the remaining twelve million firms Which produce the other half of

4
\

the non-state output of goods'and services.
133

The market system includes

farmers, small retail and service establishments, construction and all

manufacturing firms, and the arts. Whereas the workings of the mar t.

system bears some resemblance to the model Of competition embodied in
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4
classiCal economics-, the planning system is oligopolistia and its

stability depends on the intervention of the state. In Galbraith's

view, the planning system is dOminated.by the "technostructure," that'

4complex of scientists,'engineers and technicians; of4ales, advertis-

ing and marketing men; of public relations experts, lobbyists, lawyers

and men with a specialized knowledge otf, Washington bureaucracy and

its manipulation; and of coordinators, managers and executives (which)

becomes the guiding intelligence of the business firm. "134 Galbraith's

theory ofthe state not systematically developed, but his formula-
.

tion of "the new IldustriallstRIg4implies a merger of the state and

- the large industrial corporations. In his recent refinement of this

approach, the p449fling system is seen. as having major influence with. .

the executive branch of government (whose power is in ascendance) And

some committees of Congress, and the market systeTicd efen as limited

in influence to certain members andcommittt of Congress (whose power,

is in decline).
135 -1

James O'Connor, has developed a similar model with a much deeper4

analysis of governmental activity. O'Connor also divides private

capital into two sectors: a competitive sector (roughly parallel to

Galbraith's market system) and .a monopoly sector (somewhat smaller than
am ,

Galbraith's lanning system). O'Connor's state sector includes two
%

categOries: "production of go s and services organized by the state
. ,

'industries under coltract lath theitself and production organized

state.
,7.36

Approximately one-thi of the labor force in the United'

States'is employed An each of these, three sectors. The monoploy and

state-contract sectors, nd to be,capital-intensive industries, while "

6 8
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the competitive and state service sectors tend to be labor intensive.

As a consequence, wages tend to be high in the monopoly and state

sectors, and low in the competitive sector. Unions tend to be strong

in the monopoly and state sectors, and weak in the competitive sector.

Both product and labor markets tend to he unstable and irregularAin

the competitive sector, a circumstance which has fosterdd the develop-
r4 ,

\
ment of dual labor markets. 13?

As' O'COnnor notes, the size of the

firm is only a crude measure of its position in one sector or the
*

other; "many large corporations also, sell in competitive markets, and

many smaller corporations sell in monopolistic mykets." 138

State sector expenditures, in O'CRnnor's model, are divided

into two categojies, social capital and social'expenses, with social

capital being of wo kinds; social investment.and social consumption.

This distinction bet*een the two kinds of social capital roughly

parallels Hansen's distinction between economic and social overhead

capital. Social investment, in O'Connor's terms, "consists of projects

and services that increase the productivity of a given amount of labor-

-

power and, other factors being equal, increase the rate of profit."

Examples include Overnment subsidized roads, railroads, and industrial

parks. Social consumption "consists of projects and services that lower

the reproduction costs of labor\nd, other factors being equal, increase

the rate of profit." Social consumption expenditures fall into two

categorie goods and services consumed collectively, and social

insurance. Examples of the first include school, recreation and medical

facilities, and the second, Social Security, workman's compensation,
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unemployment insurance, and health insurance. Most of the programs

diveloped through the Appalachian Regional Commissioh7are thus in the

1,1

areas of social investment and the firdt, or collective, category of

social consumption. Final y, social expenditures <consists of project;

and services which are required to maintain social harmony -- to fulfill

the state's "legitimization" function. They are nbt even indirectly

productive." O'Connor includes welfare and military programs in this

' Category.
139

This model of the 'advanced capitalist ecqhCmy in the United States
)

has some obvious.iRplications for an analysis of the Central Appalachian

region, particularly in regard to the coal industry. Ate coal industry

is unusual, though. not uniquey fn having both substantial monopolistic
140

and competitive sectorsg. Manufacturing and mining industries are

generally concentrated in the monopolistic sector, while the competitive

sector is primarily composeas-df small factories and services. The

coal-industry thus offers an opportunity for a comparativ'study of

these two sectors within a single industry. Topics for investigatit

include relative rates between the tWo Sectors-of capital investment,

wage levels, productivity, technological innovation, unionization, and

influence on the legislative, administrative, and judicial institutions

of the state that affect the coal industry. Contrasting business

ideologies between the two sectors need to be explored. As Central

lachia contains the largest concentration of firms in the competitive

sector of the coal industry, it is a particularly_ appropriate location
,

for a study of the two sectors.
g.
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The Role of the State

'The institutions that compose the state, to take Ralph Miliband's

definition, are the executive, the legislative, the administration

(civil service bureaucracy), the military and police, the, judiciary, and

ION the sub-centtal governmental units. This state system is part of a

broader political system, which includes political parties, pressure

groups, and a variety of other institutions not defined as political,
U

such as corporations:churches, and mass media. "The people who occupy

the leading positions" within the institutions of the state system may

be termed the state elite."
141

A crucial question is the relationship

between the state (and 'state elite) and the dominant economic class.

The designation common in Marxian analysis of the "ruling class" is

often taken to mean a too simple equation of political and

as C. Wright Mills points out.
142

Miliband recalls "it is

that the capitalist class, as a class, does not actually '

must go back to isolated instances of the early history of

such as the commercial patriciates of cities like Venice a

discover direct and sovereign rule by businessmen."143

economic powei,

obviously true

govern.' One

capitalism,

LUbeck, to
4

Contemporary analysts of the role of the state in advanced capital-
4

ism, including Miliband, O'Connor, and Nicos Poulantzas,144 emphasize

the relative autonomy of the state system. From their viewpoint, the

familiar statement of Marx and Engels that "the modern State is but a /

committee for managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie 145

has been vulg4rized. As Miliband comments, "the potion of common affairs

assumes the existence of particular ones; and the notion of the whole

4
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bourgeoisie implies the existence of.separate'elements which make up

that whole. This being the case, there is an obvious need for an

institution of the kind they refer to, namely the state; and the state

cannot meet this need without enjoying a certain degree,of autonomy.'
,146

ary

But the summary statement of Marx and Engels is still too abbreviated;

the state reflects not simply the common interests of the whole bour-

zeoisie but a compromise between those interests and the interests 'of

subordinate classes. The balance of the compromise depends in part on

the level and extent of political struggle by the subordinate classes.

Galbraith's formulation of the "new industrial state" suggests

4 yy

that the planning sysAtm or monopolistic sector has predominant influenOe

over the state, to yle misfortune of the market system or competitive

sector. O'Cdnnor's model makes a better derionstratiOn of the reliance

of both sectors. on "state activity and expenditures. While the power.

of the monopolidtic sector may be predominant, it should not be over-

looked that a major role of the state has been to maintain the alliance

between big business and small enterprise in the face of broadening

claims by the working class 0.
147

Nevertheless, the economic interests

of particular sections of capital may have to be sacrificed in the overall

interests of preserving the system as a whole, and the relative autonomy

of the state perrAts just such interventions.

In e recent work that draws on Miliband; Poulantzas, and O'Connor,

Ian Gough develops the role of state expenditures as concessions to

working class struggles. The expansion of socaal services and social

insurance since thdepression of the 1930s has meant that an increasing
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amount of the compensation of the labor force has come in the form of

social wages. Indeed, "the strength of working-class pressure," 4e

writalcan roughly be gauged by the comprehensiveness and the leel

of the social benefits." Although such programs are tailored and

modified to accommodate the.interests of the dominant class, GOugh notes,

"it is essential to distinguish their concrete historical origins from

the ongoing function they play within that particular social formation.

Social'policies originally the product of class struggle will, in the

absence of, further struggle, be absorbed and adapted to benefit the

interests of the dominant classes. On the other hand, whatever their

particular function for at any time, the fact that social services

are also an integral part of the real wage level of the working clas

means that they are fought for in much the same way as money wages, in
./

economic and political clams struggle."148 In a similar fashion, the

class distribution of the,burden of taxation alsO'affects the real wages

of

k

the working class. This recognition of the importance of social

services, income transfer prOgrams, and tax policy helps us understand
0

an4 situate such social movements in the Central Appalachian region as

the Black Lung Associations and their fights for workmen's compensation,

clinical treatment programs, expanded benefits Erom the UMWA Health and

Retirement Funds, and the severance tax on coal. It also illuminates

/
the role of the federal bureaucracy and judicial system in the reform 7

of the UMWA and its Health and Retirement Funds, the struggle for mine

7.1

1 0

safety and health, and the expansion of'a variety of benefits from social

secuiity to food to community mental health services.
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The Legitimation System

HabermaS argues thalt formal democratic institutions which allow

universal adult voting in elections may obtain sufficient "diffuse

mass loyalty" in the absence of substantive participation in public

policy formulation if tyro conditions,are present: "civic.privatiSm"

and an ideology that justifies elite rule. Civic privatism involves

a withdrawal from the pablic realm into "career, leisure, and con-

sumption." Both the "thec

stream American political

ry of democratic elitism" favored by maih-

$

science and the mystique of technical

expertise promoted by theorists'Iof public administration serve to

legitimate the absence of public partiCiliption in political decision

_making.
149

Among the working

the political system appe s to be weak at the level of specific

institutions yet remains Strong at a diffuse level ("patriotism")

Cynicism about public officials abo ds, with ample justification.
150

lasSin Central Appalachia, legitimation of

The retreat to privatism is possibly fh 'litated by the, extended family

systems, which may provide sources for satisfaction even 4n the absence

ol,e
of substantial material comforts. Yet agencies of government frequently

seek legitimation through a thetoric of democratic participation. For

example, TVA's claims of "grass roots democracy" disguised a policy of

conceding the fari and related rural development programs to the local

agricultural elites in exchange for a free hand for federal planners-ITC
a

public electrical power,,generation.
151

The ARC uses the Lacll Development

Districts as the "local building blocks" of a'program of federal-state:
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'cooperation. In Central Appalachia, such claims have se dom received

an affirmative embrace from the working class, but they ve met with

acquiescence more often than active opposition.

The Clasp2Structure

A common rhetorical excess is,the description of e class
4

'structure of°Central Appalachia as polarized into,the wea thy and the

poor. Pox Harry Caudill, tyre are "two Appalachias . . Side by side

and yet strangers to each other. One, the Appalachia of sower and
- -

We4lth, . . . headquartered in New,York and Philadelphia, is allied 1.,p'

\

mighty banks and insurance companies. . . . The second Ap alachia is a

land devastated. . . . Itts people are the old, the young ho are planning

to leave and the legions of crippled and sick."152 The eality, of

course, is far more complicated. The question is not merely one of

polemical license. Any strategy for social change must ake, a thorough

assessment of the potential interest in change of the va ious class

groupings in the region.

It is generally agreed that advanced capitilism as led to a

proliferation of class and occupat4onal groupings between the classic
,

pro Vetariat (the industrial working class) and thebourgeoisit of

monopoly capital. 15 1\The expansion of service industries rith its

a.

accompanied increase in grey-collar and white-collar employment has be

one aspect of this increase. The devaopment of what Galbraith calls

the "educational and scientific estate" is another. Despite the increased

level of average per capita income, the distribution of shares of income

75

40
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and wealth has changed little in the past forty years. The "myth of the

middle class" has been dispelled by careful analysis of Confusing census

occupational categories. The continuing existence of a "working-class

majority" has been established.
154

In Central, Appalachia, the expansion of state expenditures has

helped create sizable intermediate class groupings of public workers

(in education, local government, and public services) and workers in

industries heavily subsidized by public funds (health services particularly).

Unionization efforts have been made recently among municipal and hospital

workers. These elements of the "n64 working-class have taken their

placeialongside such long-established groups as coal miners, workers in

small faCtories, small farmers, country merchants, county-seat rq5alijers,

4
bankers, professionals, independent coal operators, and managers fcir the

nationally-based\coal companies in the monopolistic sector, in addition

to housbhold wort rs, the welfare poor and others Outside the standard

labor force. The class structure is obviously, scomplex, and its changes

need to be analyzed over time, particularly in relation to changes in the

2

coal industry and the growth of state expenditures. Radicals must learns

to paint portraits Of th4 region in which a variety of working people can

recognize themselves.

The Internal Periphery

In a market economy, certain regions within a country will exper-

ience economic rise or decline in response to such circumstances as

demographic changes, technological advances, and the depletion of resources.

On-this the theorists of regional growth, urban-hierarchies, and uneven
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capitalist development are agreed. As the core,periph ry distinction

is presently used by several schools of economic though , it seems

reasonable to me to apply the term peripheral to such r

advanced-capitalist countries as Appalachia which share.

characteristics of underdevelopment, poverty and dependen

the peripheral countries of the Third World. Certainly e term is a

ions within

any of the

y found in

more appropriate analogy than internal colony, which as I lave illus-

trated should be restricted. to a special case.

Imanuel Wallerstein has recently begun developing more

rigorous theory of the relationship of core and peripheral countries

in the capitalist world economy, and has elaborated an import nt

intermediate case, that of the semi-peripheral countries (a d stinction

that corresponds in part to the leiiels of development within a Third

World countries).
155

In Wallerstein's view, the semi-Peripher

Countries perform two important functions for the capitalist,wc ld

system,' one political and one political and economic. The political

function is to avoid a sharp polarization into rich and poor cou tries

4

that would fopte alliance among the oor nations. The inte ediate

sector develops a third set of inte gists based bn ai of maki g it

into the core. 'The political - economic' function o the. eml-perig ery

is to provide an outlet for capital investment from core countrie in

low-wage industrial production.

The analogy between peripheral countries in the world syst

4nd peripheral regions within core countries obviously should not

pushed too far. As John Friedmann points out, there are important if-

ferences between regions and countries, and, between poor countries d
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poor regions in rich countries.
156

The most important difference is
9

that countries have a relatively greater degree of closure in their

boundaries. Through the use of tariff barriers

ments, and other means, countries can;achieve

ntrol.over invest-

ive degree of

insulation from the world economy. Constitu onal and political limita-

tions on the restraint of commerce prevent

States (much less multi-state regions with

to within the United

arate political

ding trade, invest-authority) from following similar policies o

-ment, or population movements.

These qualifications noted, Wallerstein's three-tiered system

ay find an analogue within advanced capitalist countries. Regionaliza-

tion and regionalism, the economic and ideological manifestations of

Leripheral status, may well join the racial, ethnic and sexual aspects

the division of labor as functional barriers to class polarization

of conflict over inequ'ality.
157

The possibility of attaining semi-

peripheral status may preclude a strong alliance of one region with

another worse off. We see evidence of thi in the successful move of

the Northern and Southern Appalachian region to standard semi-peripheral

United States while Centr 1 Appalachia remains behind.

Given the general "fiscal crisis, of the sta e," the federal government

seems reluctant to commit resources to the limination of regional

inequality -- the elevation to semi-periphelal status of all internal

peripheral regions. The executive'branch 1-is 'resisted attempts of the

Congress to expand the Ti tle V regional comMissions in the manner of
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the ARC. Peripheral regions remain functional for the systhm of advanced

capitalism in the United States much in the way that poverty in general

0 has positive functions.
158

14.

With this model of advanCed capitalism in the United States, and

its applications to the subject at hand, I have outlined an agenda for

my research on the coal industry and Central Appalachia.
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